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Guidelines for Stallion Performance Tests of the German riding horse breeds (HLP-Rules) of the German Equestrian Federation (FN)

Introduction

*In the exercise of its special responsibility for the sustainable promotion and coordination of horse breeding,*

*with the intent to strengthen the co-operation of the FN, the participating breeders’ associations, the performance testing stations and the state authorities in conducting the stallion performance tests and*

*with the aim to objectively and comprehensively inform breeders and buyers of breeding products about the capabilities of the tested stallions,*

*the FN has issued the following guidelines for the stallion performance tests of the German riding horse breeds.*

The associated member associations of the FN have significantly contributed to developing the HLP-Rules and have discussed them with the representatives of the performance testing stations, the stallion holders and the animal breeding authorities of the German federal states.

The breeders’ associations have committed themselves to promptly and fully incorporate the HLP-Rules into their by-laws. They are entitled to refer to these rules in their currently valid by-laws (constitutions and studbook regulations of the breeders’ associations).

Deviations from the HLP-Rules are permissible only if this is expressly mentioned in the HLP-Rules.

The Advisory Board of the FN issued the HLP-Rules on December 03, 2014, and with the amendments adopted on May 2, 2017, these Rules will become applicable as of May 1, 2017.
A General regulations for the stationary test for stallions of the German riding horse breeds

A 1. Legal provisions and other basic principles

Besides the relevant regulations as stated in the Community, German and Federal Law, especially with regards to the German animal breeding act (TierZG) and its implementing regulations, the HLP-Rules are based on
- the animal protection act, prohibiting expressly to instruct and to train an animal if this is associated with considerable pain, suffering or damages for the animal,
- the guidelines of the BMEL (Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection), determining the basic principles for testing stallions of the German riding horse breeds and outlining the requirements to perfectly prepare the stallions for this event,
- the guidelines of the BMEL “Assessment of horse husbandry in terms of animal protection” as well as “Animal protection in equitation” as basis for keeping, handling and training the stallions before and during the performance test,
- the basic principles of the FN for preparing stallions for a performance test, summarized in a brochure issued by the FN about preparing, starting and riding young horses in its latest valid version.

The HLP-Rules address the individual breeding programs of the breeders' associations.

A 2. Purpose and responsibilities

The HLP-Rules aim to standardize the testing procedures and the accompanying parameters to optimize the comparison of the tests at the different testing stations.

Performance tests and breed value estimations are fundamental elements in breeding programs to select breeding animals. The performance test is a procedure to determine the animals' capabilities, which also comprises the animals' hereditary properties. The breed value estimation is based on the results of statistical methods that examine the hereditary influence of individual animals on the capabilities of their offspring (breed value) whilst taking economic efficiency into account as results out of the outcome of the performance tests. The breeding programs stipulate that stallion performance tests for stallions of the German riding horse breeds are to be conducted according to the accepted general regulations of equestrian sport at stationary or field tests (special sports tests for stallions) or from tournaments results.

To register the stallions with particular divisions in the studbook or to select the stallions to be used or to participate at specific parts of the breeding program, the results of a stationary performance test or a sport test for stallions conducted according to these HLP-Rules will be the exclusive criteria, especially the weighted end results.

The breeders' associations or, under certain national legal provisions the local authorities or their commissioned authorities, are responsible for conducting the performance tests and sports tests for stallions.

If the breeders' associations are responsible for the stallion performance tests, they shall instruct the FN as the “general contractor” with the animal breeding implementation of the stallion performance test according to the directives of these HLP-Rules. The FN shall instruct the performance testing stations as well as the test venues (Organizer) as participants.

Boarding and care of the stallions registered for stationary tests is bilaterally agreed upon between the applicant of each stallion and the corresponding performance testing station. The HLP-Rules are not designed to regulate horse show tests as stipulated in the LPO or to conduct performance tests with the aim to assess the outward appearance of stallions.
All regulations stipulated in paragraph A are substantiated and supplemented by the provisions as stipulated in paragraph B, B I, B II and C without any additional mention.

**A 3. Definition**
For the purpose of the HLP-Rules, the following applies:

- Breeders’ associations participating in this system have to be officially approved and have to be registered members of the German FN.

- Performance tests for stallions are tests that have to be conducted in accordance with Animal Breeding Law (TierZG), the respective legal provisions, the specific regulations of the ZVO, the LPO as well as in accordance with the guidelines as outlined in the HLP-Rules.

- Only the owner or the proprietor of the stallion to be tested can register the stallion for the performance test. The applicant has to be member of an FN-associated breeders’ association.

**A 4. Addressees, exhibitor’s commitment declaration**
The HLP-Rules have been issued for exhibitors (owner, proprietors) and breeders of the stallions to be tested as well as for experts (according to paragraph A 13. of the HLP-Rules), representatives of the breeders' associations and other participating institutions and persons.

By registering the stallion for the performance test, the exhibitor has to acknowledge in writing or electronically that he accepts the HLP-Rules, the LPO and the ZVO, and he has to declare that he has taken note of the contents.

Provided the registering person is not the owner of the stallion, he has to declare in writing that the owner accepts the registration of his stallion and the corresponding commitment declaration.

**A 5. Performance testing stations and venues**
Stallion performance tests of the German riding horse breeds can only be held at approved testing stations and venues. As far as the testing stations are concerned, the breeders' associations have to ask for the consent of the FN Advisory Board Breeding for the venues they have chosen.

Other stationary testing stations or venues can apply for admission in writing with the FN Advisory Board Breeding. The associated breeders’ associations in the FN Advisory Board Breeding will be involved in the decision, taking into consideration if the station can guarantee that the station resp. test venue (Organizer) will conduct the test in accordance with the HLP-Rules.

To comply with the idea of standardized parameters, the stallion performance testing stations accepted by the FN Advisory Board Breeding are prohibited to test stallions, ridden or trained within a period of 100 days before the start of the test by employees of the corresponding station. Stallions that have to repeat their test within 100 days are excluded from this regulation. This also applies for stallions owned by the stallion testing station or persons in charge, as well as for stallions partially owned by the corresponding testing station or persons in charge. Leased stallions are neither allowed to complete their performance test with the corresponding testing station. Infringements of this rule shall result in an exclusion of the corresponding stallion.
A 6. Number of registered stallions
Stallion performance tests are carried out in groups. The minimum number of registered stallions is based on scientific standards to provide sound and comparable results.

A minimum quantity of firmly registered stallions is required for one testing round resp. a sport test for stallions. The specific regulations of each particular test mode stipulate minimum quantity of registered stallions required as well as the registration deadlines. The FN Advisory Board Breeding fixes maximum registration quantities for the individual performance testing stations.

A 7. Selection of testing station by the exhibitor
The exhibitor choses the individual performance testing station – in accordance with the available capacity of the testing station, the quantity of stallions to be registered and the registration requirements. The decision is also obligatory for the proprietor if the exhibitor is also the owner.

A 8. Registration procedure
Only those registrations are considered that have been submitted by means of a system offered by the FN and the breeders’ associations.

A registration will be binding and effective if the FN informs the applicant that it will accept the registration for the specifically named testing station after expiry of the deadline. The applicant is entitled to withdraw his registration free of charge until the end of the registration period. Upon acceptance of the FN, registration shall be binding and fees shall become due.

After expiry of the deadline, the number of binding registrations decides on whether the stallion performance test will be conducted at the particular testing station resp. venue.

Provided a testing round has to be cancelled due to force majeure, there shall be no legal claim to participate at the testing round for which the registration was submitted.

All registrations will be considered in chronological order of receipt of the binding registrations.

A 9. Publication and application of test results
The single scores are published immediately after completion of the testing period. The exhibitor of the stallion shall receive a preliminary test certificate, issued by the FN, outlining the results as stipulated in the Specific Regulations of these HLP-Rules as well as the average results achieved in the testing group.

The FN publishes the results immediately after each testing period on the internet. The exhibitor of the stallions shall receive the final test certificate including all results, as stipulated in the Specific Regulations, by post.

It is prohibited to make use of test results that are not published by the FN.

The FN shall provide the associated breeders’ associations with the test results upon prior request.

The owners or proprietors of the participating stallions are committed to accept the publication and the exchange of data of all stallions for performance testing purposes, for the breed value estimation, the studbook registration and for identification purposes. This tolerance commitment has to be particularly mentioned in the exhibitor’s commitment declaration (see paragraph A 4.).
A 10. Submitting an appeal with the HLP Appeal Commission
The affected exhibitor of a stallion shall be entitled to enter an objection in the context of the HLP-Rules.
The detailed appeal should be addressed to the HLP Appeal Commission, Freiherr-von-Langen-Str. 13, D-48231 Warendorf, within two weeks after announcement of the decision in writing.
An advance on costs of Euro 1,000 has to be enclosed or to be provided latest with expiry of the period of appeal.

The losing party shall bear the costs of the proceedings, consisting of fees and expenditures of the HLP Appeal Commission and the necessary expenditures of all persons involved as far as they are necessary and suitable for the prosecution.

The party that withdraws the appeal shall bear the costs. The costs can be reduced.

It is prohibited to recourse to regular courts of law unless the responsibility of the HLP Appeal Commission is justified.

The HLP Appeal Commission decides on the basis of the rules of procedure that are part of these HLP-Rules (attachment 9).

A 11. Liability
The liability of the FN for damages to property and financial loss of any kind whatsoever and the respective consequences – irrespective of the legal ground – occurring to the exhibitor (owner, proprietor) and caused by the FN, its legal representatives, vicarious agents or commissioners, is limited to intention and gross negligence unless the breach of duty does not affect main or principal contractual obligations (cardinal obligation). In case of minor negligence of violating cardinal obligations, the liability of the FN, its legal representatives, vicarious agents or commissioners is restricted to foreseeable, typical damages. In the event of minor negligence, the liability of the FN, its vicarious agents or commissioners and legal representatives for financial loss as regards indirect damages, in particular consequential damages, unforeseeable damages or atypical damages or lost profit, is excluded. The FN, its vicarious agents or commissioners shall be held liable according to the requirements of the law for intention, gross negligence, for injury to life or health, in case of assumption of a guarantee for the properties of a service as well as in other cases of mandatory legal liability.

The extent of liability of the associated institutions, their vicarious agents or other commissioners involved in the stallion performance test amongst themselves and/or to third parties, especially in respect of the proprietor or owner, results from the respective agreements or as stipulated in the articles of the associations.
B Specific regulations for the stationary performance test for stallions of the German riding horse breeds

B 1. Basic regulations
Performance tests at testing stations are conducted without interruptions. The stallions are prohibited to leave the testing station during the test. An exception from this rule is only possible if – in case of illness – it is not possible to make a diagnosis or to treat the stallion at the testing station. In this case, it is permitted to move the stallion to a vet clinic upon common instigation of the station veterinarian and the head trainer. In case of immediate danger for the stallion’s life and health (emergency situation) a prior consent is expendable. A report has to be issued for the examinations and treatments carried out during the stallion’s absence due to illness, to be signed by the exhibitor and the externally treating vet and to be handed over to the station veterinarian or the head trainer after return.

B 2. Admission requirements
Only those stallions are accepted to participate at the stallion performance test that were bindingly registered, age-appropriately trained and fit, that are familiar with the test components, and for which the documents given below BI 5.1. respectively BII 5.1. can be submitted on the day of delivery. The stallion shall comply with the criteria in regards to constitution, fitness, well-being, health and composure as outlined in paragraph 4 of the BMEL-guidelines of the performance tests for stallions of the German riding horse breed, too.

With the registration, the exhibitor has to show proof that the stallion is registered with the main studbook of a participating breeders’ association and that he meets the genealogical standards to be registered with the stallion book, category I. Otherwise, he can only qualify for the test as is stated under BI and BII if a participating breeders’ association confirms in writing that the stallion complies with the genealogical requirements to be registered with the stallion book, category I, or that he can be accepted for their breeding program.

Stallions that fulfil the before mentioned standards in regards to studbook registration can also belong to a refining breed, as is outlined in the breeding program of the breeders’ associations.

Stallions are NOT accepted to participate at the stallion performance if

- they were treated with drugs or other prohibited pharmaceuticals according to paragraph C encl. I or II of the LPO;
  or
- they were exposed to forbidden methods or procedures to influence performances, capabilities or work ethic or any other kind of manipulation;
  or
- they were positively tested by the breeders’ association or an equestrian federation for drugs or any other prohibited method or procedure to influence performances within three months before being presented at the stallion performance test (in case of anabolic drugs 12 months),

B 3. Veterinary care and control
The Quality Management Commission (QM-Commission) shall control and record health, capabilities and the corresponding suitability of the registered stallions for the test.

The QM-Commission will be appointed by the FN for each testing period and is made up of

- the head trainer;
- a representative of the FN (FN-Commissioner);
- the station veterinarian;
- two judges (members of the Evaluation Commission).
If necessary, the FN is entitled to nominate

- a representative of an associated breeders’ association;
- another veterinarian;
- the official veterinarian of the local veterinarian office;

as additional members of the QM-Commission.

The performance testing station shall bear the costs for the station veterinarian.

The QM-Commission will be responsible

- for the vet check upon arrival of the stallions;
- for the stallion’s qualification for the final test.

The results of the checks are recorded in a delivery report as outlined in the sample according to attachment 1 and in an inspection and examination report as outlined in the sample according to attachment 2.

Besides these examinations, the station veterinarian will be responsible for the veterinary care and treatment of the stallions during their entire stay at the station. The veterinarian care and treatment and the corresponding billing has to be settled in the service contract with the corresponding testing station (see paragraph BI 5. and BII 5.).

A stable book has to be issued for each stallion for the entire length of his stay at the testing station, and the vet has to enter each veterinarian check, treatment or medication.

Should it be impossible to show a stallion for health reason at one valuation date of the test, this has to be confirmed by a vet certificate, issued by the station veterinarian.

**B 4. FN-Commissioner and experts**

The FN is the general contractor and responsible for the execution of the stallion performance test. The FN-commissioner is its legal representative at the testing station for the time of the testing.

The following experts are also involved in the execution of the stallion performance tests:

- head trainer;
- two judges;
- two test riders as well as
- one station veterinarian.

The associated breeders’ associations in the Advisory Board Breeding of the FN participate in the decision about the nomination of a pool of experts and the FN-commissioners. This decision is made every two years. Variations to this regulation require the specific request of a FN-associated breeders’ association.

It is prohibited to nominate breeding managers or members of the executive board of breeding associations into the board of experts. Experts are allowed to execute this office until the age of 75.

The experts shall be responsible to avoid any suspicion of partiality (for example relatives, breeders, owners, trainers, employer-employee relation, economic relationship).

The FN will assign the FN-commissioner, training judges, test judges and test riders from this pool of experts for each testing round.

All persons mentioned below have to maintain confidentiality about the preliminary results of the evaluations.
B 4.1. The head trainer (TL)

Minimum qualification
- “Pferdwirtschaftsmeister” acc. to the Instruction Examination Rules (APO) of the FN,
- does not necessarily have to be a show judge.

His main duties are as follows:
- participation in the QM-commission;
- participation in the commission; he will not be able to present the stallions on days of training controls;
- issuing a training schedule for the training period;
- outlining the daily schedule;
- assigning the training riders;
- providing information to training judges and FN-commissioners;
- supervision of an appropriate handling and well-being of the stallions;
- furnishing information to the exhibitors of the stallions as regards constitution and well-being of the stallions;
- deciding on the possible exclusion of a stallion in co-operation with the FN-commissioner and at least one other expert of the testing round;
- coordination of the final test;
- consultation with the judges of the final test concerning the procedure of the free jumping;
- control of compliance of the basic standards of these HLP-Rules as well as issuing records about each stallion’s lost training days;
- written reports on vices and abnormal behaviour during the test and providing these documents for the corresponding breeders’ association.

B 4.2. The judges (R)

Qualification: and tasks
- Judge riding acc. to APO with qualification DL/SL/BA required

Their main duties are as follows:
- participation in the QM-commission;
- assessing and evaluating of testing criteria;
- taking influence on the procedure of the training during the training visits;
- deciding on a possibly necessary exclusion of a stallion during the training in co-operation with the FN-commissioner and the head trainer.

B 4.3. The test riders (FR)

Qualifications:
- Test riders have to be “Pferdewirt” acc. to the APO or have to qualify through a corresponding other qualification.

Their main duties are:
- riding the test exercises as stipulated in the LPO;
- assessing and evaluating the test criteria “rideability test rider”.

B 4.4. The station veterinarian

has the following tasks:
- supervision and health check of stallions during the test;
- working in the “Quality Management Commission”;
- deciding on the external treatment of a stallion in co-operation with the head trainer;
- contributing to the decision on the exclusion of a stallion if veterinarian aspects have to be considered.
B 4.5. The FN-commissioner

is the representative of the FN and contact person for the training judges, the test judges, the test riders and the head trainer as well as for the testing station, and he is also responsible for

- organisational support of the training judges;
- control of the schedule and execution of the test as well as supervising the quality standards of the testing station;
- issuing a report about the basic conditions and the schedule at the testing station, especially also particular happenings or conditions with possibly disturbing influences on the test or the results of the test;
- registering the scores and entering them into the analysis and result system;
- execution of result analysis;
- deciding on a possibly necessary exclusion of a stallion in cooperation with the head trainer and at least one other expert.

B 5. Equipment of horse and rider

The equipment of horses and riders has to comply with the riding guidelines and the basic principles of accident prevention and animal protection.

Equipment rider:

A shock-resistant and splinter-proof riding helmet with three- or four-points web harness is compulsory for all riders.

The following accessories are permissible as is laid down in § 68 LPO:

- A pair of spurs (max. length of the shank 3.5 cm with a flat ending [without rowel]) that do not cause any sharp injuries during normal use. The spur has to be buckled in such manner that the shank points horizontally or downwards.
- A whip: A whip with a length of max. 75 cm (incl. ending) for all training and test sessions that include jumping passages, max. 120 cm long (incl. ending) for all other training and test sessions.

Equipment horse:

During the training and all other parts of the final test that require jumping fences, the equipment as stipulated for development classes according to the LPO (jumper performance test) is allowed. The regulations as stipulated for basic classes acc. to the LPO are valid for all other parts of the final test.

B 6. Non-admission and exclusion from the test

B 6.1. Non-admission

A stallion is not eligible for the test if

- the admission requirements as stipulated under paragraph B 2. have not been fulfilled;
- the stallion arrives later than within the period of time stipulated;
- the Quality Management Commission notices health or constitutional problems or lack of fitness upon delivery;
- the vaccination regulations of the LPO and/or the additional vaccination regulations of the individual testing station have not been fulfilled;
- the exhibitor fails to present the required documents upon delivery;
- it is not possible to present the stallion under saddle upon delivery.

The QM-Commission decides whether a stallion is non-eligible.
B 6.2. Exclusion
A stallion shall be excluded from the performance test

- if proof about a prohibited medication or manipulation is apparent (see paragraph B 7.);
- if the exhibitor has not informed the team at the testing station about special features or vices of the stallion, latest upon delivery, and if these special features or vices make the handling or the testing of the stallion considerably difficult or even impossible;
- if the stallion’s behaviour is dangerous for the staff responsible, for himself or other stallions participating at the test;
- if the stallion’s semen gets collected during the stallion performance test, if the stallion is used for breeding or if he participates at tournaments or other events;
- if proof of an infringement of the provisions of the LPO or the HLP-Rules as regards the stallion becomes apparent or
- if the stallion is removed from the testing station
  - without providing a corresponding order, issued by the station veterinarian in co-operation with the head trainer
  - or
  - even though no emergency situation threatens life and health of the stallion.

At least two experts involved in the test and the FN-commissioner shall decide on the exclusion of the stallion.

Exhibitors are prohibited to remove a stallion from the regular test. Only the station veterinarian, the FN-commissioner and the head trainer are entitled to induce the stallion to finally leave the test.

B 7. Medication control, exclusion of stallions
The vet responsible for the stallion performance test in co-operation with another expert or FN-commissioner, is entitled to take drug tests during the stallion performance test at any time. The drug tests are taken in accordance with part C, article 7, of the implementation provision for drug tests of the LPO.

In case the results show positive evidence of unlawful medication or manipulation – according to paragraph B 2. of these HLP-Rules – the stallion has to be excluded from the test with immediate effect. If the results are only apparent after the stallion has completed the test, the test result will be annulled; an already issued test certificate has to be cancelled, to be collected and the corresponding studbook registration has to be withdrawn. The test is considered in both cases as started, and will be assessed as the stallion’s try, even though the stallion was already excluded earlier. The owner of the test certificate is committed to return the certificate to the FN after no appeal has been issued.

B 8. Evaluation guidelines
The test standards are evaluated in accordance with § 14 ZVO by awarding scores on a scale from 1 to 10, separated in steps of half grades.

\[\begin{align*}
10 &= \text{excellent} \\
9 &= \text{very good} \\
8 &= \text{good} \\
7 &= \text{fairly good} \\
6 &= \text{satisfactory} \\
5 &= \text{sufficient} \\
4 &= \text{insufficient} \\
3 &= \text{fairly bad} \\
2 &= \text{bad} \\
1 &= \text{very bad}
\end{align*}\]

The commission of experts decides in a joint judging procedure on the final result.
The stallion’s suitability with view to improving the population or the breed predominates the decision on the final result, independent from the properties to assess the external conformation.

Besides, a specification shall be issued to determine breed-relevant criteria when it comes to groups of feature such as quality of basic gaits (walk, trot, canter), disposition for jumping, rideability, character and overall impression by means of linear description.
B I Specific regulations for the 14-days performance test for stallions of the German riding horse breeds

BI 1. Duration
The performance test at a testing station is conducted without interruptions for a period of time of minimum 14 days. The test is held according to the Specific Regulations – framework regulations of the ZVO of the German FN, designed for the population of the German riding horse, these HLP-Rules and the BMEL-guidelines for performance tests for stallions of the German riding horse breeds.

BI 2. Admission requirements
The performance test is designed specifically for three-year-old stallions. Three- to four-year old stallions that meet the necessary admission requirements as stipulated in paragraph B 2. and B 6.1. are eligible. Three-year-old stallions shall start the test not earlier than April 1. Those three-year-old stallions born on or later than June 1, shall not start the performance test before May 1.

BI 3. Registration
Only those registrations are considered that have been submitted by means of a system (www.hengstleistungspruefung.de) offered by the FN and the breeders’ associations. The test is offered in the two specific disciplines dressage and jumping. The applicant shall chose to register his stallion for a testing round, either focused on dressage or jumping.

Following the registration, the FN will issue a catalogue, showing all stallions with catalogue numbers and starting with the youngest stallion.

BI 4. Minimum number of registered stallions
To provide sound and comparable results, a minimum number of 20 stallions per testing round is necessary, registered within the given deadlines and in accordance with the given admission requirements. Where capacity allows, a maximum number of 40 stallions per testing round is permitted.

After expiry of the registration deadline, the FN shall inform the exhibitors and the testing stations whether the performance test can be held. If this is not possible because the minimum number of registrations has not been reached, the exhibitors have the opportunity to re-register their stallion for another test, provided the period for re-registration and the capacity of the testing station are not exceeded.

Should it become necessary, due to the number of re-registered stallions, to increase the maximum number of registered participants, the FN reserves the right to accept this to a minor extend.

BI 5. Fees, Service contract
The exhibitor shall settle the registration fee (administration and test fees) with the Breeding Department of the FN upon registration.

In any event, the administration fee remains with the FN. If the stallion will not be delivered to the testing station, the testing fee shall be forwarded to the corresponding testing station to compensate for lost profit.

If the stallion has been registered for the test by retroactive registration and if he fails to compete, the late registration fee shall be refunded to the applicant. In this case, the testing fee shall also remain with the FN and be forwarded to the corresponding testing station to compensate for lost profit.

The registration fee does not include any costs for the services of the testing station such as boarding, feeding and care during the horse’s stay at the station. To ensure that these
service offers are available, the exhibitor is committed to conclude a service offer with the testing station before the performance test starts.

**BI 6. Delivery of stallions**
The Quality Management Commission (see paragraph B 3.) shall check upon arrival of the horse that all criteria and guidelines and the admission standards as stipulated under item B 2. and B 6.1. have been fulfilled.

**BI 6.1. Documents to be presented upon delivery**
The following documents have to be presented for each stallion upon delivery:

- the horse passport with all proofs of vaccination required according to the LPO-guidelines. A separate service contract must be made with the performance testing station to regulate any additional vaccinations that exceed the standards stipulated in the LPO. To avoid the risk of spreading disease, additional immunizations may become mandatory in individual cases;
- an up-to-date breeding certificate;
- a certificate of health, confirmed by the official veterinarian less than five days old, stating that the stallion and his home stock are free from any signs of contagious, infectious diseases
- a certificate, stating that the stallion is no carrier of equine viral arteritis (EVA). This certificate has to be issued by an accredited laboratory that is qualified and certified to conduct the examination according to the recommendations of the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) (the current edition of the "Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals"). The following methods of proof are possible:
  - for stallions with a negative virus neutralisation test (VNT) and an antibody titre in the blood of $< 1:4$: submission of a certificate, stating that the sampling was taken seven to fourteen days before delivery
  - for stallions with a positive virus neutralisation test (VNT) and an antibody titre in the blood of $\geq 1:4$: submission of two certified proofs of negative testing for equine viral arteritis in the sperm (virus isolation and PCR) less than 120 days old, all samplings being taken at intervals of at least one day.
  - submission of a certified proof of negative virus status in the sperm, less than 120 days old, if the stallion was at least three times properly vaccinated against equine viral arteritis with the vaccine Artervac (vaccination certificate).

**BI 6.2. Information provided by the exhibitor**
Latest upon delivery of the stallion, the exhibitor shall inform the performance testing station in writing about special features or vices of the stallion that are important for his stabling, care, handling, health maintenance and the stallion performance test. This is also the latest time allowed the exhibitor should inform the team about earlier injuries or diseases so as to ensure that this information can be considered in case of future treatments. The exhibitor shall bear the consequences (for example liability for damages) resulting from omitted, incomplete or incorrect information.

**BI 6.3. Control of veterinarian standards**
Every stallion shall be examined upon arrival by the Quality Management Commission (see also paragraph B 3.) according to veterinarian standards. The stallion shall be tested while standing, in the walk and in the trot. Besides an examination of the general condition, the teeth will be checked and it will be assessed whether orthopaedic measures might become necessary.
**BI 6.4. Testing under the saddle**

Every stallion is tested upon arrival for his behaviour during handling and under the rider. The age-appropriate development and the state of fitness are tested, too. The stallion has to be shown by the exhibitor or the exhibitor’s representative. The presentation in the presence of the Evaluation Commission (also members of the QM-Commission) is meant to give a first impression of the stallion as is laid down under BI 8. and is to be included in the performance assessment during the whole testing period.

**BI 7. Experts of the testing round**

- **Evaluation Commission**
  The Commission is made up of the head trainer of the corresponding testing station and two expert judges.

  *Tasks of the Evaluation Commission:*
  - observation and inspection of the stallions upon delivery and during the inspection dates, the head trainer also during the whole testing period;
  - assessment of the phenotypical performances when it comes to the features to be judged;
  - additional tasks see B 4.

- **The test riders**
  *Tasks of the test riders:*
  - riding the test exercises as stipulated in the LPO;
  - assessing and evaluating the test criteria "rideability test rider";
  - additional tasks see B 4.

**BI 8. Schedule of the testing round**

The assessment has to be made regardless of the training level of the stallions. The head trainer and the experts have to know the age of the tested stallions so that the tested performances match the individual age of each stallion.

The Evaluation Commission will be on site on the day of arrival and during two other testing days for each two days. The participating stallions will be judged for the following features that shall apply for both, show jumping and dressage stallions.

Joint scores will be given for the following properties:

1. Interior
   - Character/temperament
   - work ethic
2. Trot
3. Canter
4. Walk
5. Jumping ability during loose jumping
6. Rideability (Evaluation Commission)

Two test riders will judge the rideability. The two test rider scores will result in the following feature:

7. Rideability (test riders)

The basic gaits and the rideability of the stallions are judged while presented under the rider. Style and potential of the stallions are assessed in loose jumping.
The stallion’s presentation during delivery and the other inspection dates provide the Evaluation Commission with information and impressions on the stallions’ disposition. Joint scores for each individual feature mentioned above will be given.

The inspections by the Evaluation Commission are carried out as follows:

- **Day 1:**
  - Inspection of basic gaits and rideability under applicant or one person appointed by the applicant at the day of delivery.

- **Day 7 and 8 or 8 and 9:**
  - First day inspection of basic gaits and rideability under the station rider and the first test rider.
  - On the second day, the stallions are judged during loose jumping.

- **Day 13 and 14:**
  - Basic gaits and rideability of the *jumper stallions* are judged under the station rider and test rider 2 on the first day. On the second day, evaluation of loose jumping capabilities.
  - The *dressage stallions* are judged during loose jumping on the first day. On the second day, basic gaits and rideability are judged under the station rider and the second test rider.

A representative of the FN will attend all inspection dates.

The testing dates on the occasion of delivery and dates for the final testing have already been fixed. The schedule for interim tests is likely to vary.

The presentation of the stallions to check the basic gaits will be held in the so-called merging system. The presentation will be in accordance with the instructions of the Evaluation Commission.

Loose jumping (loose jumping series as is laid down in the BMEL-Guidelines for performance tests for stallions of the German riding horse breeds) will be in the order of catalogue numbers, starting with the youngest stallion.

Due to external circumstances, the experts and the FN-commissioner may agree on checking the features in a different order.

During the training inspections, the training commission is entitled to set up extent and intensity of the training according to each stallion’s individual basic conditions.

Provided a stallion fails to participate at one of the inspection dates due to health issues, it is up to the Evaluation Commission whether to inspect the stallion another day, provided insufficient information and impression have been gained so far to ensure a final result.
BI 9. Evaluation of features and determination of results

During the 14-days performance test, three weighted final scores will be worked out in addition: the weighted final score, the final dressage score and the final show jumping score. When determining these weighted final scores for every stallion, the scores awarded during the individual stages of the test and for the individual features will be weighted as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Weighting factor</th>
<th>Weighted final score (in %)</th>
<th>Weighted final dressage score (in %)</th>
<th>Weighted final show jumping score (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interior*</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trot</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>25,0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canter</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>25,0</td>
<td>15,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>25,0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideability Evaluation Commission</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>5,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping ability during loose jumping</td>
<td>30,0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideability test riders</td>
<td>20,0</td>
<td>15,0</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum weighting factor</strong></td>
<td><strong>100,0</strong></td>
<td><strong>100,0</strong></td>
<td><strong>100,0</strong></td>
<td><strong>100,0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Interior = charakter/temperament and work ethic (equal parts)

Provided a stallion fails to participate at the test before the Evaluation Commission has been able to inspect each of the features twice and before at least one test rider has given one score for rideability, he will not receive a result for this test round and no individual score for the features will be published. Provided a stallion fails to participate at the test after he has been inspected for each feature twice by the Evaluation Commission and he has earned at least one test rider score for rideability, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to decide whether the results obtained so far are sufficient to ensure a reliable and secured assessment and awarding of scores. In this case, the scores awarded so far shall be taken as final result. All stallions who have to be resigned in the middle of the testing stage have to fully complete all required partial features of the last testing round. Provided a stallion can only participate at one test rider check, this result shall be taken as final score for the feature rideability test rider.

Each applicant receives an interim certificate (annex 17) on the final day of the test after the public presentation of final results, featuring the individual phenotypical scores as well as the weighted final scores. There will be comments on the stallions on the last day of the test.

Following the final check of all results by the FN Headquarter, the individual phenotypical scores, the weighted final scores as well as the linear description will be published on the Internet. Every applicant will be forwarded the final certificate of the FN (annex 17) and a final documentation of the linear description (annex 25).

The head trainer has to record information about health issues or behaviour disorders during the course of the test in writing and has to forward these details to the respective breed society.

BI 10. Repeat of tests

Each stallion shall be entitled to repeat this test once. This applies for stallions for which a final result is already available and for stallions who have to be resigned from the test and for which no result was determined (see BI 9). Repeating the test requires participating at the complete performance test. Provided a result from the first test shall be available and the stallion repeats the test, the second result of the repeated participation shall be valid.
Provided the stallion has to be resigned from the retest and it was not possible to determine a result as is laid down in BI 9., the result of the original test shall be valid.

Another repeat of test shall only be possible in justified individual cases, applied upon and decided by the HLP Appeal Commission.
B II Specific regulations for the 50-day performance test for stallions of the German riding horse breeds

BII 1. Duration
The performance test at a testing station is conducted without interruptions for a period of time of minimum 50 days. The test is made up of a training phase (preliminary test) and a final test and is held according to the Specific Regulations – framework regulations of the ZVO of the German FN, designed for the population of the German riding horse, and these HLP-Rules.

BII 2. Admission requirements
Three-year old up to seven-year old stallions that meet the necessary admission requirements as stipulated in paragraph A 10. and A 11. are eligible. The test is specifically designed for four-year-old stallions that have successfully completed their predisposition test (14-day performance test) and for three-year-old stallions without performance test. Three-year-old stallions shall not start the performance test before October 1.

BII 3. Registration
The stallions have to be registered in time for the 50-day performance test in accordance with a registration system, released by the FN and the breeders' associations. The test is offered in the two specific disciplines dressage and jumping. The applicant shall chose to register his stallion for a testing round, either focused on dressage or jumping.

Following the registration, the FN will issue a catalogue, showing all stallions with catalogue numbers and starting with the youngest stallion.

BII 4. Minimum number of registered stallions
To provide sound and comparable results, a minimum number of 20 stallions per testing round is necessary, registered within the given deadlines and in accordance with the given admission requirements. Where capacity allows, a maximum number of 40 stallions per testing round is permitted.

After expiry of the registration deadline, the FN shall inform the exhibitors and the testing stations whether the performance test can be held. If this is not possible because the minimum number of registrations has not been reached, the exhibitors have the opportunity to re-register their stallion for another test, provided the period for re-registration and the capacity of the testing station are not exceeded.

Should it become necessary, due to the number of re-registered stallions, to increase the maximum number of registered participants, the FN reserves the right to accept this to a minor extend.

BII 5. Fees, Service Contract
The exhibitor shall settle the registration fee (administration and test fees) with the Breeding Department of the FN upon registration.

In any event, the administration fee remains with the FN. If the stallion will not be delivered to the testing station, the testing fee shall be forwarded to the corresponding testing station to compensate for lost profit.

If the stallion has been registered for the test by retroactive registration and if he fails to compete, the late registration fee shall be refunded to the applicant. In this case, the testing fee shall also remain with the FN and be forwarded to the corresponding testing station to compensate for lost profit.
The registration fee does not include any costs for the services of the testing station such as boarding, feeding and care during the horse’s stay at the station. To ensure that these service offers are available, the exhibitor is committed to conclude a service offer with the testing station before the performance test starts.

**BII 6. Delivery of stallions**
The Quality Management Commission (see paragraph B 3.) shall check upon arrival of the horse that all criteria and guidelines and the admission standards as stipulated under item B 2. and B 6.1. have been fulfilled.

**BII 6.1. Documents to be presented upon delivery**
The following documents have to be presented for each stallion upon delivery:

- the horse passport with all proofs of vaccination required according to the LPO-guidelines. A separate service contract must be made with the performance testing station to regulate any additional vaccinations that exceed the standards stipulated in the LPO. To avoid the risk of spreading disease, additional immunizations may become mandatory in individual cases;
- an up-to-date breeding certificate;
- a certificate of health, confirmed by the official veterinarian less than five days old, stating that the stallion and his home stock are free from any signs of contagious, infectious diseases
- a certificate, stating that the stallion is no carrier of equine viral arteritis (EVA). This certificate has to be issued by an accredited laboratory that is qualified and certified to conduct the examination according to the recommendations of the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) (the current edition of the “Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals”). The following methods of proof are possible:
  - for stallions with a negative virus neutralisation test (VNT) and an antibody titre in the blood of \(< 1:4\): submission of a certificate, stating that the sampling was taken seven to fourteen days before delivery
  - for stallions with a positive virus neutralisation test (VNT) and an antibody titre in the blood of \(\geq 1:4\): submission of two certified proofs of negative testing for equine viral arteritis in the sperm (virus isolation and PCR) less than 120 days old, all samplings being taken at intervals of at least one day.
  - submission of a certified proof of negative virus status in the sperm, less than 120 days old, if the stallion was at least three times properly vaccinated against equine viral arteritis with the vaccine Artervac (vaccination certificate).

**BII 6.2. Information provided by the exhibitor**
Latest upon delivery of the stallion, the exhibitor shall inform the performance testing station in writing about special features or vices of the stallion that are important for his stabling, care, handling, health maintenance and the stallion performance test. This is also the latest time allowed the exhibitor should inform the team about earlier injuries or diseases so as to ensure that this information can be considered in case of future treatments. The exhibitor shall bear the consequences (for example liability for damages) resulting from omitted, incomplete or incorrect information.

**BII 6.3. Control of veterinarian standards**
Every stallion shall be examined upon arrival by the Quality Management Commission (see also paragraph B 3.) according to veterinarian standards.
The stallion shall be tested while standing, in the walk and in the trot. Besides an examination of the general condition, the teeth will be checked and it will be assessed whether orthopaedic measures might become necessary.

**BII 6.4. Testing under the saddle**

Every stallion is tested upon arrival for his behaviour during handling and under the rider. The age-appropriate development and the state of fitness are tested, too. The stallion has to be shown by the exhibitor or the exhibitor’s representative. The presentation in the presence of the Evaluation Commission (also members of the QM-Commission) is meant to give a first impression of the stallion as is laid down under BI 8. and is to be included in the performance assessment during the whole testing period.

**BII 7. Experts of the testing round**

- **Evaluation Commission**
  The Commission is made up of the head trainer of the corresponding testing station and two expert judges.

  *Tasks of the Evaluation Commission:*
  - observation and inspection of the stallions upon delivery and during the inspection dates, the head trainer also during the whole testing period;
  - assessment of the phenotypical performances when it comes to the features to be judged;
  - additional tasks see B 4.

- **The test riders**
  *Tasks of the test riders:*
  - riding the test exercises as stipulated in the LPO;
  - assessing and evaluating the test criteria “rideability test rider”;
  - additional tasks see B 4.
B II a) 50-day performance test for stallions – Focus Dressage

BII a) 1. Schedule of the testing round and evaluated features

The assessment has to be made regardless of the training level of the stallions. The head trainer and the experts have to know the age of the tested stallions so that the tested performances match the individual age of each stallion.

The requirements are scaled as follows:

- 3-year-old stallions:
  - Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a riding horse ability class. The stallions are shown in a standard exercise (enclosure 5) during the final test.

- 4-year-old stallions:
  - Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a novice level dressage horse ability competition. The stallions are shown in a standard exercise (enclosure 6) during the final test.

- 5-year-old stallions:
  - Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of an elementary level dressage horse ability competition. The stallions are shown in a standard exercise (enclosure 7) during the final test.

- 6- and 7-year-old stallions:
  - Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a medium level dressage horse ability competition. The stallions are shown in a standard exercise (enclosure 8) during the final test.

The features of the required performance level are checked upon delivery of the stallions. Stallions who do not match the corresponding requirements will not qualify for the test resp. be excluded from the test.

On top of that, scores will be also given for the jumping abilities of the dressage stallions, independent from their age, by means of jumping gymnastic exercises.

The Evaluation Commission gains repeatedly information and impressions about the stallions during the whole testing period and awards a common score for the following features at the end of the test:

1. Interior
   - Character / temperament
   - Work ethic
2. Trot
3. Canter
4. Walk
5. Rideability Evaluation Commission
6. Ability over the fences
7. Overall impressions

Two test riders will judge the rideability. The two test rider scores will result in the following feature:

8. Rideability test riders (incl. disposition as dressage horse)
The basic gaits and the rideability of the stallions are judged while presented under the rider. The riders of the testing station will also judge the feature „ability over the fences“. The stallion’s presentation during delivery and the other inspection dates provide the Evaluation Commission with information and impressions on the stallion’s disposition. Joint scores for each individual feature mentioned above will be given.

The inspections by the Evaluation Commission are carried out as follows:

- Day 1 + 2:
  - Inspection of basic gaits and rideability (incl. age-appropriate exercises) under the applicant or a person appointed by him on the day of delivery.
  - Inspection of basic gaits under the station rider on the second day. The Evaluation Committee will gain first information and impressions that will be included in the final result.

- Week 4:
  - Inspection of basic gaits and rideability under the station rider and the first test rider on the first day. The test rider judges rideability incl. disposition as dressage horse.
  - The station riders will present the stallions on the second day. The training will include individual jumps and simple jump sequences (enclosure 10) to assess the jumping ability.

- Day 49 + 50:
  - On the first day, the Evaluation Commission judges basic gaits and rideability of the stallions in an age-appropriate, standard exercise (enclosure 5 – 8), presented by the station rider.
  - On the second day, the second test rider will judge rideability and disposition as dressage horse.

A representative of the FN will attend all inspection dates.

The testing dates on the occasion of delivery and dates for the final testing have already been fixed. The schedule for interim tests is likely to vary.

The presentation of the stallions to check the basic gaits will be held in the so-called merging system. The presentation will be in accordance with the instructions of the Evaluation Commission. The stallions will be shown in a standard exercise (see page 26) on day 49 only.

Due to external circumstances, the experts and the FN-commissioner may agree on checking the features in a different order.

During the training inspections, the training commission is entitled to set up extent and intensity of the training according to each stallion’s individual basic conditions.

Provided a stallion fails to participate at one of the inspection dates due to health issues, it is up to the Evaluation Commission whether to inspect the stallion another day, provided insufficient information and impression have been gained so far to ensure a final result.
**BII a) 2. Evaluation of features and determination of results**

During the 50-days performance test focused on Dressage, one weighted final dressage score will be worked out in addition. When determining this weighted final score for every stallion, the score awarded during the individual stages of the test and for the individual features will be weighted as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Weighted final dressage score (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interior*</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trot</td>
<td>18,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canter</td>
<td>18,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>18,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideability Evaluation Commission</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability over the fences</td>
<td>6,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall impression</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideability test riders</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum weighting factor</strong></td>
<td><strong>100,00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Interior = Character/temperament and work ethic (equal parts)*

The weighted final dressage score is the official result of the 50-day stallion performance test, focused on dressage.

There will be no score alterations made when determining the results of stallions different in age.

Provided a stallion fails to participate at the inspection “ability over the fences” due to health issues, the inspection shall be repeated any other day of the test.

Provided a stallion fails to participate at the inspection of the Evaluation Commission the 4th week before at least one score for the feature “rideability test rider” and “ability over the fences” is available, no result will be given for this testing round. In this case, no individual scores for the features will be published. Provided a stallion has to be withdrawn in the 4th week after the second inspection (2 days) and at least one score for the features “rideability test rider” and “ability over the fences” is available, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to decide whether the results obtained so far are sufficient to ensure a reliable and secured assessment and awarding of scores for the individual features. In this case, the scores awarded so far shall be taken as final result. It is required that the stallion has completed all partial evaluations of the preceding test.

Provided a stallion can only participate at one test rider inspection, the result shall count as final score for the feature „rideability test rider“.

Each applicant receives an interim certificate (annex 17) on the final day of the test after the public presentation of final results, featuring the individual phenotypical scores as well as the weighted final scores. There will be comments on the stallions on the last day of the test.

Following the final check of all results by the FN Headquarter, the individual phenotypical scores, the weighted final scores as well as the linear description will be published on the Internet. Every applicant will be forwarded the final certificate of the FN (annex 17) and a final documentation of the linear description (annex 25).
The head trainer has to record information about health issues or behaviour disorders during the course of the test in writing and has to forward these details to the respective breed society.

**BII a) 3. Repeat of tests**
Each stallion shall be entitled to repeat this test once. This applies for stallions for which a final result is already available and for stallions who have to be resigned from the test and for which no result was determined (see BII a) 2). Repeating the test requires participating at the complete performance test. Provided a result from the first test shall be available and the stallion repeats the test, the second result of the repeated participation shall be valid.

Provided the stallion has to be resigned from the retest and it was not possible to determine a result as is laid down in BII a) 2., the result of the original test shall be valid.

Another repeat of test shall only be possible in justified individual cases, applied upon and decided by the HLP Appeal Commission.
B II b) 50-day performance test for stallions – Focus Show Jumping

B II b) 1. Schedule of the testing round and evaluated features
The assessment has to be made regardless of the training level of the stallions. The head trainer and the experts have to know the age of the tested stallions so that the tested performances match the individual age of each stallion.

The requirements are scaled as follows:

- 3-year-old stallions:
  - Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a jumper riding horse class as is stipulated in annex 9 (HLP jumper training course for 3-year-old stallions). The stallions accomplish a jumper training course for 3-year-old stallions during the final test (annex 9).

- 4-year-old stallions:
  - Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a novice level jumper riding horse class. The stallions are shown in a standard show jumping course during the final test (annex 11).

- 5-year-old stallions:
  - Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of an elementary level jumper riding horse class. The stallions are shown in a standard show jumping course during the final test (annex 12).

- 6- and 7-year-old stallions:
  - Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a medium level jumper riding horse class. The stallions are shown in a standard show jumping course during the final test (enclosure 13).

The features of the required performance level are checked upon delivery of the stallions. Stallions who do not match the corresponding requirements will not qualify for the test resp. be excluded from the test.

The Evaluation Commission gains repeatedly information and impressions about the stallions during the whole testing period and awards a common score for the following features at the end of the test:

1. Interior
   - Character / temperament
   - Work ethic
2. Trot
3. Canter
4. Walk
5. Rideability Evaluation Commission
6. Scope
7. Style
8. Overall impressions

Two test riders will judge the rideability. The two test rider scores will result in the following feature:

9. Rideability test riders (incl. disposition as jumper)
The basic gaits and the rideability of the stallions are judged while presented under the rider. Assessment of the features “scope” and “style” will be judged during free jumping, but also by the riders of the testing station and external test riders.

The stallion’s presentation during delivery and the other inspection dates provide the Evaluation Commission with information and impressions on the stallion’s disposition. Joint scores for each individual feature mentioned above will be given.

The inspections by the Evaluation Commission are carried out as follows:

- **Day 1 + 2:**
  - Inspection of basic gaits and rideability (incl. single jumps) under the applicant or a person appointed by him on the day of delivery.
  - Free jumping of all stallions in the order of catalogue numbers, starting with the youngest stallion, on the second day. The Evaluation Committee will gain first information and impressions that will be included in the final result.

- **Week 4:**
  - Inspection of stallions over single jumps, included in the daily training. Basic gaits and rideability are also judged during this presentation. The station riders will present the stallions on the first day.
  - Short presentation of stallions under the station riders on the second day. The first test rider will then present the stallions in jumping gymnastic exercises (single jumps and short jumping sequences) and award scores for rideability incl. disposition as show jumping horse while the members of the Evaluation Committee will evaluate the other features to award additional scores. Presentation under the test rider to be effected in coordination with the members of the Evaluation Committee.

- **Day 49 + 50:**
  - Presentation of stallions under the station rider in jumping gymnastic exercises on the first day and evaluation by the Evaluation Committee.
  - Presentation and assessment of stallions in an age-appropriate standard jumper course (annex 9, 11-13) on the second day. The stallions will be shown by the station rider before the second test rider will then continue the presentation. He will award scores for rideability incl. disposition as show jumping horse while the Evaluation Committee will get a final impression after assessing all judging components.

A representative of the FN will attend all inspection dates.

The testing dates on the occasion of delivery and dates for the final testing have already been fixed. The schedule for interim tests is likely to vary.

The presentation of the stallions under the rider will be held in the so-called merging system. The presentation will be in accordance with the instructions of the Evaluation Commission. The stallions will be shown in a standard jumper course on day 50 only (see page 30).

Loose jumping (loose jumping series as is laid down in the BMEL-Guidelines for performance tests for stallions of the German riding horse breeds) will be in the order of catalogue numbers, starting with the youngest stallion.

Due to external circumstances, the experts and the FN-commissioner may agree on checking the features in a different order.
During the training inspections, the training commission is entitled to set up extent and intensity of the training according to each stallion’s individual basic conditions.

Provided a stallion fails to participate at one of the inspection dates due to health issues, it is up to the Evaluation Commission whether to inspect the stallion another day, provided insufficient information and impression have been gained so far to ensure a final result.

BII b) 2. Evaluation of features and determination of results
During the 50-days performance test focused on Show Jumping one weighted final jumping score will be worked out in addition. When determining this weighted final score for every stallion, the score awarded during the individual stages of the test and for the individual features will be weighted as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Weighted final jumping score (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interior*</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trot</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canter</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>2,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideability Evaluation Commission</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>20,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style</td>
<td>20,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall impression</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideability test riders</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum weighting factor</td>
<td>100,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Interior = Character/temperament and work ethic (equal parts)

The weighted final jumping score is the official result of the 50-day stallion performance test, focused on jumping.

There will be no score alterations made when determining the results of stallions different in age.

Provided a stallion fails to participate at the inspection of the Evaluation Commission the 4th week before at least one score for the feature “rideability test rider” is available, no result will be given for this testing round. In this case, no individual scores for the features will be published. Provided a stallion has to be withdrawn in the 4th week after the second inspection (2 days) and at least one score for the features “rideability test rider” is available, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to decide whether the results obtained so far are sufficient to ensure a reliable and secured assessment and awarding of scores for the individual features. In this case, the scores awarded so far shall be taken as final result. It is required that the stallion has completed all partial evaluations of the preceding test.

Provided a stallion can only participate at one test rider inspection, the result shall count as final score for the feature „rideability test rider“.

Each applicant receives an interim certificate (annex 19) on the final day of the test after the public presentation of final results, featuring the individual phenotypical scores as well as the weighted final scores. There will be comments on the stallions on the last day of the test.
Following the final check of all results by the FN Headquarter, the individual phenotypical scores, the weighted final scores as well as the linear description will be published on the Internet. Every applicant will be forwarded the final certificate of the FN (annex 19) and a final documentation of the linear description (annex 25).

The head trainer has to record information about health issues or behaviour disorders during the course of the test in writing and has to forward these details to the respective breed society.

BII b) 3. Repeat of tests
Each stallion shall be entitled to repeat this test once. This applies for stallions for which a final result is already available and for stallions who have to be resigned from the test and for which no result was determined (see BII b) 2.). Repeating the test requires participating at the complete performance test. Provided a result from the first test shall be available and the stallion repeats the test, the second result of the repeated participation shall be valid.

Provided the stallion has to be resigned from the retest and it was not possible to determine a result as is laid down in BII a) 2., the result of the original test shall be valid.

Another repeat of test shall only be possible in justified individual cases, applied upon and decided by the HLP Appeal Commission.
C Special regulations for the sport test for stallions of the German riding horse breeds

C 1. Basic regulations
Sport tests are held over a period of at least three days. The tests are held according to the Specific Regulations – framework regulations of the ZVO of the German FN, designed for the population of the German riding horse, these HLP-Rules and the BMEL-guidelines for performance tests for stallions of the German riding horse breeds.

Sport tests for stallions of the German riding horse breeds are hosted by specially appointed testing stations and are conducted without interruption which means that the stallions are not permitted to leave the premises of the testing station during the test. Provided a stallion is removed from the testing venue temporarily or completely for training/exercising purposes outside specified training times, he shall be immediately disqualified from the test.

The regulations of the corresponding testing station have to be strictly observed. Noncompliance also results in immediate disqualification.

C 2. Admission requirements
4- and 5-year-old licensed stallions that comply with the following admission requirements are entitled to participate at the sport test for stallions of the German riding horse breeds. Unless otherwise specified in the individual studbook stipulations, official age of horses born in November and December shall be January 1 of the following year, official age of all other horses shall be January 1 of the same year. All stallions have to participate at each one sport test at the age of four and five. They are obliged to complete the two sport tests at at least two different venues.

Only those stallions are accepted to participate at the sport tests that were bindingly registered, age-appropriately trained and fit, that are familiar with the test components. The stallion need to meet the criteria in regards to constitution, fitness, well-being, health and composure as outlined in paragraph 4 of the BMEL-guidelines of the performance tests for stallions of the German riding horse breed, too.

With the registration, the exhibitor has to show proof that the stallion is licensed with one of the participating breeding associations and that he meets the genealogical standards to be registered with the stallion book, category I.

Stallions that fulfil the before mentioned standards in regards to studbook registration can also belong to a refining breed, as is outlined in the breeding program of the breeders' associations.

Furthermore only those stallions are accepted to participate at the test for which the documents given below C 6. can be submitted on the day of delivery.

Stallions are NOT accepted to participate at the stallion performance if
- they were treated with drugs or other prohibited pharmaceuticals according to paragraph C encl. I or II of the LPO;
  OR
- they were exposed to forbidden methods or procedures to influence performances, capabilities or work ethic or any other kind of manipulation;
  OR
- they were positively tested by the breeders' association or an equestrian federation for drugs or any other prohibited method or procedure to influence performances within three months before being presented at the stallion performance test (in case of anabolic drugs 12 months),
C 3. Registration
The stallions have to be registered in time for the sport test for stallions of the German riding horse breeds in accordance with a registration system, released by the FN and the breeders’ associations (www.hengstleistungspruefung.de). The tests are offered in the specific disciplines dressage, show jumping and multi-purpose disposition. The applicant has to indicate the specific discipline of his stallion upon registration.

Following the registration, the FN will issue a catalogue, showing all stallions with catalogue numbers and starting with the youngest stallion.

C 4. Minimum number of registered stallions
To provide sound and comparable results, a minimum number of 10 stallions per discipline and testing round is necessary, registered within the given deadlines and in accordance with the given admission requirements. Minimum number of five stallions per testing round for stallions with a multi-purpose disposition. Testing rounds may start one day earlier to ensure a sound and smooth run of the test with high numbers of registrations.

After expiry of the registration deadline, the FN shall inform the exhibitors and the testing stations whether the performance test can be held. If this is not possible because the minimum number of registrations has not been reached, the exhibitors have the opportunity to re-register their stallion for another test, provided the period for re-registration and the capacity of the testing station are not exceeded.

C 5. Fees, Service contract
The applicant shall settle registration fee (administration and test fees) plus boarding fee with the Breeding Department of the FN upon registration.

Registration fee shall be refunded only if the test cannot be held due to an insufficient number of registrations or Force Majeure. No fees shall be refunded if a stallion fails to participate at the test despite binding reservation.

C 6. Delivery of stallions
Arrival of stallions at sport tests of the German riding horse breeds has to comply with a previously published schedule.

C 6.1. Documents to be presented upon delivery
The following documents have to be presented for each stallion upon delivery:

- identity of stallion;
- the horse passport with all proofs of vaccination required according to the LPO-guidelines (§§ 66.6.10);
- an up-to-date breeding certificate;
- a certificate of health, confirmed by the official veterinarian less than five days old, stating that the stallion and his home stock are free from any signs of contagious, infectious diseases;
- a certificate, stating that the stallion is no carrier of equine viral arteritis (EVA). This certificate has to be issued by an accredited laboratory that is qualified and certified to conduct the examination according to the recommendations of the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) (the current edition of the “Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals”). The following methods of proof are possible:
  - for stallions with a negative virus neutralisation test (VNT) and an antibody titre in the blood of < 1:4: submission of a certificate, stating that the sampling was taken seven to fourteen days before delivery

OR
- for stallions with a positive virus neutralisation test (VNT) and an antibody titre in the blood of ≥ 1:4: submission of two certified proofs of negative testing for equine viral arteritis in the sperm (virus isolation and PCR) less than 120 days old, all samplings being taken at intervals of at least one day.

**OR**

- submission of a certified proof of negative virus status in the sperm, less than 120 days old, if the stallion was at least three times properly vaccinated against equine viral arteritis with the vaccine Artervac (vaccination certificate).

**C 6.2. Control of veterinarian standards**

Every stallion shall be examined upon arrival by the Quality Management Commission (see also paragraph C 7.) according to veterinarian standards. The stallion shall be tested while standing, in the walk and in the trot. Besides an examination of the general condition, the teeth will be checked and it will be assessed whether orthopaedic measures might become necessary.

**C 7. Veterinary care and control, Quality Management Commission (QM-Commission), farrier**

Human medical maintenance has to be provided during competition period in accordance with the following stipulations:

- Presence of medical service (at least one person with the minimum qualification "medical assistant") with equipment, i. a. First Aid case (acc. to German standard DIN 13232) requires presence of a responsible doctor or paramedic assistant.
- Presence of medical service (at least one person with the minimum qualification "paramedic" and one person with the minimum qualification "medical assistant") with equipment, i. a. First Aid case (acc. to German standard DIN 13232) requires responsible doctor or paramedic assistant to be on call.

To guarantee veterinary care, a responsible vet has to attend the test. A vet has to be on call outside competition times and during the night.

The Quality Management Commission (QM-Commission) shall control and record health, capability and suitability of all stallions for the testing round.

The German National Equestrian Federation FN shall appoint the QM-Commission for each testing round, composed of

- a representative of the FN (FN-Commissioner);
- the station veterinarian.

If necessary, the FN shall be entitled to also appoint
- the experts,
- a representative of a breeding association registered with the FN,
- another vet,
- an official vet of the district veterinary office
as additional members of the QM-Commission

The performance testing station shall bear the costs for the station veterinarian.

The QM-Commission will be responsible
- for the vet check upon arrival of the stallions;
- for the vet check after having completed the final test and before leaving the testing station.

The results of the checks are recorded in a delivery report as outlined in the sample according to attachment 3 and in an inspection and examination report as outlined in the sample according to attachment 4.
A farrier has to be on call during the whole course of the test. Constant presence during competition is recommended.

C 8. FN-Commissioner and experts
The FN is the general contractor and responsible for the execution of the sport test. The FN-commissioner is its legal representative for the time of the testing.

The following experts are also involved in the execution of the sport tests of the German riding horse breeds:

- two judges (per discipline),
- one expert per discipline,
- one test rider (per discipline),
- one station veterinarian as well as
- one steward.

The associated breeders’ associations in the Advisory Board Breeding of the FN participate in the decision about the nomination of a pool of experts and the FN-commissioners. This decision is made every two years. Variations to this regulation require the specific request of a FN-associated breeders’ association.

It is prohibited to nominate breeding managers or members of the executive board of breeding associations into the board of experts. Experts are allowed to execute this office until the age of 75.

The FN will assign the FN-commissioner, the judges, the test riders and the steward from this pool of experts for each testing round.

The experts shall be responsible to avoid any suspicion of partiality (for example relatives, breeders, owners, trainers, employer-employee relation, economic relationship).

All persons mentioned below have to maintain confidentiality about the preliminary results of the evaluations.

C 8.1. The judges (R)
Qualification:
- Judge riding acc. to APO with qualification DL/SL/BA required

Their main duties are as follows:
- assessing and evaluating of testing criteria;
- taking influence on the procedure of the training during the training visits;
- deciding on a possibly necessary exclusion of a stallion during the test in cooperation with the FN-commissioner, the expert of the discipline and if necessary the steward, the test rider and the veterinarian.

C 8.2. The expert of the discipline
Qualification:
- an expert with above-average knowledge and experience in the corresponding discipline (dressage, show jumping, eventing)

Their main duties are as follows:
- assistance and advice of judges when it comes to assessment of test criteria, particularly with regard to the corresponding discipline;
- taking influence on the procedure of the training during the training visits;
- deciding on a possibly necessary exclusion of a stallion during the test in cooperation with the FN-commissioner, the judges and if necessary the steward, the test rider and the veterinarian.
C 8.3. The test riders (FR)
Qualifications:
- Test riders have to be “Pferdewirt” acc. to the APO or have to qualify through a corresponding other qualification.

Their main duties are:
- riding of test exercises under consideration of the LPO in close co-operation with the judges and the discipline expert,
- assistance and advice of Evaluation Commission, particularly when it comes to the test criteria “rideability” with regard to the corresponding discipline,
- deciding on a possibly necessary exclusion of a stallion during the test in co-operation with the FN-commissioner, the judges, the expert and if necessary the steward and the veterinarian.

C 8.4. The steward
Qualifications:
- judge riding acc. to APO with qualification DL/SL/BA required

The main duties are:
- representation and support of judges in the warm-up arena resp. warm-up ring
- additional supervision and control in the warm-up arena resp. warm-up ring, during training times and in the stable as is laid down in § 52 LPO
- intervention in case of infringements of LPO and animal protection law
- recording of all special events or circumstances with possible disturbing influence on the execution or results of the test
- deciding on a possibly necessary exclusion of a stallion during the test in co-operation with the FN-commissioner, the judges, the expert and if necessary the test rider and the veterinarian.

C 8.5. The FN-commissioner
- representation of the FN and contact person for the judges, the test riders and for the representatives of the testing station;
- organisational support of the Evaluation Commission;
- control of the schedule and execution of the test as well as supervising the quality standards of the testing station;
- issuing a report about the basic conditions and the schedule at the testing station, especially also particular happenings or conditions with possibly disturbing influences on the test or the results of the test;
- registering the scores and entering them into the analysis and result system;
- execution of result analysis;
- deciding on a possibly necessary exclusion of a stallion in co-operation with the judges, two discipline experts and – if necessary – the steward, the test rider and the responsible vet.

C 8.6. The station veterinarian
has the following tasks:
- supervision and health check of stallions during the test;
- working in the “Quality Management Commission”;
- deciding on the external treatment of a stallion in co-operation with the head trainer;
- contributing to the decision on the exclusion of a stallion if veterinarian aspects have to be considered.
C 9. Behaviour at the sport tests
All participants (applicants, stallion keepers, owners, riders) are requested to show sporty-fair composure on the whole premises (as is laid down in § 52 LPO).

C 10. Composition of Evaluation Commission
The Evaluation Commission for each discipline is made up of two judges, complemented by one discipline expert and a test rider. They agree on a common assessment of all features on all days of the test as is laid down under C a) 1., C b) 1., C c) 1., C d) 1. and C e) 1. The test rider will not participate in the Commission responsible for sport tests for four-year-old stallions with a versatile disposition (part lb, see C d). A steward will attend the whole sport stallion training and testing period and supervise the warm-up area and training as well as the stable area.

The members of the Evaluation Commission shall decide together with a commissioner of the FN and – if required – with the steward about possible non-admissions or disqualifications as is laid down under C 12. The responsible vet has to be included in the decision in case of veterinary reasons.

C 11. Evaluation guidelines
The test standards are evaluated in accordance with § 14 ZVO by awarding scores on a scale from 1 to 10, awarding decimals is permitted:

10 = excellent  5 = sufficient
9 = very good   4 = insufficient
8 = good        3 = fairly bad
7 = fairly good  2 = bad
6 = satisfactory 1 = very bad

The commission of experts decides in a joint judging procedure on the final result.

When assessing jumping abilities, both with the jumpers as well as with the stallions with versatile disposition, mistakes at jumps and disobedience shall not be judged as is done in jumper riding horse classes resp. eventing competitions and laid down in § 363.1 resp. § 373 LPO, however, it shall influence the final result. The dressage assessment for the dressage stallions resp. stallions with multi-purpose disposition shall not include leaving the arena or disobedience as is laid down in § 404 LPO, however, it shall also have influence on the final result. Going off course under the own rider shall not count for the final result.

The stallion’s suitability with view to improving the population or the breed predominates the decision on the final result, independent from the properties to assess the external conformation.

Besides, a specification shall be issued to determine breed-relevant criteria when it comes to groups of feature such as quality of basic gaits (walk, trot, canter), disposition for jumping, rideability, character and overall impression by means of linear description.

C 12. Non-admission and exclusion from the test
The Evaluation Commission of the corresponding test shall decide on non-admission and disqualification together with the commissioner of the FN and – if necessary – the steward and the responsible vet.

C 12.1. Non-admission
A stallion is not eligible for the test if
- the admission requirements as stipulated under paragraph C 2. have not been fulfilled;
• the stallion arrives later than within the period of time stipulated;
• the vaccination regulations of the LPO and/or the additional vaccination regulations of the individual testing station have not been fulfilled;
• the exhibitor fails to present the required documents upon delivery.

The QM-Commission decides whether a stallion is non-eligible.

C 12.2. Exclusion
A stallion shall be excluded from the performance test
• the stallion was diagnosed with health or constitution issues or lack in condition,
• if proof about a prohibited medication or manipulation is apparent (see paragraph C 13.),
• the stallion’s behaviour is dangerous for the staff responsible, for himself or other stallions participating at the test,
• the stallion is temporarily or constantly removed from the testing station during the sport test, if semen is taken or if he is used for breeding purposes,
• an infringement of the valid stable rules (annex 26) as regards the stallion was committed,
• if proof of an infringement of the provisions of the LPO or the HLP-Rules as regards the stallion becomes apparent OR
• if the stallion is removed from the testing station
  ▪ without providing a corresponding order, issued by the Evaluation Commission, the FN-commissioner and – if necessary – the steward and the responsible vet OR
  ▪ even though no emergency situation threatens life and health of the stallion.

C 13. Medication control, exclusion of stallions
The vet responsible for the stallion performance test in co-operation with the Evaluation Commission, the FN-commissioner and – if necessary – the steward, are entitled to take drug tests during the stallion performance test at any time. Standard tests are taken during each sport test in accordance with paragraph D, encl. 2, of the implementation provision of the ZVO.

In case the results show positive evidence of unlawful medication or manipulation – according to paragraph C 2. of these HLP-Rules – the stallion has to be excluded from the test with immediate effect. If the results are only apparent after the stallion has completed the test, the test result will be annulled; an already issued test certificate has to be cancelled, to be collected and the corresponding studbook registration has to be withdrawn. The test is considered in both cases as started, and will be assessed as the stallion’s try, even though the stallion will be excluded earlier. The owner of the test certificate is committed to return the certificate to the FN after no appeal has been issued.

C 14. Incomplete tests and repeat of tests
The sport test as outlined in these HLP-Rules can only be repeated once per year and independent from the discipline, no matter whether a result was determined for the stallion with the first test or not.

Another repeat of test shall only be possible in justified individual cases, applied upon and decided by the HLP Appeal Commission.

Participating at a sport test is considered as first attempt if the stallion was presented to the Evaluation Commission during the training on the first day of the test. Provided a stallion has to be withdrawn from the sport test before he has fully completed all parts of the test, no result can be determined. This also applies if the test is cancelled upon applicant’s request.
Provided a stallion repeats the test and two results for the same discipline have been determined, the better result will be entered into the studbook.
C a) Sport performance test for stallions – Focus Dressage

C a) 1. Schedule of the testing round and evaluated features
The test is designed for four- and five-year-old licensed stallions, starting in different, age-appropriate groups.
All stallions will be assessed acc. to different age-appropriate performance levels. The stallions have to be presented in the group of same-aged horses. Presenting five-year-old stallions at the same level as four-year olds is not permitted.

The requirements are scaled as follows:

- 4-year-old stallions:
  Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a novice level dressage horse ability competition. The stallions are shown in a standard exercise (annex 6).

- 5-year-old stallions:
  Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of an elementary level dressage horse ability competition. The stallions are shown in a standard exercise (annex 7).

The Evaluation Commission gains repeatedly information and impressions about the stallions, focused on dressage, during the whole testing period for the following features:

- Trot
- Canter
- Walk
- Rideability
- Overall impression

The three-day sport test is composed as follows:

- Day 1: Arrival and free training
  - Arrival and inspection of suitability for competition (see C 6. Arrival procedure) and stabling of the stallions as well as free training in the warm-up arena under the own rider and under supervision of the steward.

- Day 2: Training and sport test under the own rider
  - Appropriate training of the stallion in accordance with a specified time schedule in the warm-up arena under the own rider and under supervision of the steward and a judge. Then specified, time limited training of stallions in the testing arena (max. 15 minutes per stallion) in a group of up to four stallions, attended by the Evaluation Commission.
  - In the afternoon presentation of stallions by the own rider in a standard exercise (4-year-old stallions: annex 6; 5-year-old stallions: annex 7) with the option to repeat the exercises upon instruction and evaluation of the Evaluation Commission.

- Day 3: Test rider inspection
  - Warm-up in the warm-up arena under the own rider and under the supervision of the steward.
  - Short presentation of the stallion by the own rider in the testing arena, immediately followed by the test rider inspection.
A representative of the FN will attend all inspection dates.

Test rider inspection per stallion will be individually different when it comes to duration and intensity. The test rider will be in close consultation with the Evaluation Commission who will accompany the test by comments.

C a) 2. Equipment of horse and rider
Equipment of horse and rider has to comply with the principles of equitation and the principles of accident prevention and animal protection.

Equipment rider:
A shock-resistant and splinter-proof riding helmet with three- or four-points web harness is compulsory for all riders during training and all parts of the test.

The following accessories are permissible as is laid down in § 68 LPO:

- A pair of spurs (max. length of the shank 4.5 cm [incl. rowel, however with a flat ending]) that do not cause any sharp injuries during normal use. The spur has to be buckled in such manner that the shank points horizontally or downwards.

- A whip: A whip with a length of max. 120 cm (incl. ending) for all other training and test sessions.

Equipment horse:
Equipment for leg protection as stipulated in the guidelines for warm-up arenas (§ 70 LPO) is permitted during the training on the first and second day of the test. The regulations as stipulated for dressage horse ability competitions acc. to the LPO are valid for all other parts of the competition.

Each stallion has to be equipped with clear and readable identification signs (two head numbers) throughout the entire event, fixed at the snaffle bit or saddle pad – each on the left and right side.

C a) 3. Evaluation of features and determination of results
During the sport performance test for stallions focused on Dressage one weighted final dressage scores will be worked out in addition. When determining these weighted final score for every stallion, the score awarded during the individual stages of the test and for the individual features will be weighted as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Weighted final dressage score (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trot</td>
<td>20,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canter</td>
<td>20,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>20,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideability</td>
<td>30,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall impression</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum weighting factor</td>
<td>100,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a stallion has to be withdrawn from competition before he has fully completed all parts of the test, no final result can be determined. If the test is not completed on applicant’s request, no final result will be determined either.
Each applicant receives an interim certificate (annex 20) on the final day of the test after the public presentation of final results, featuring the individual phenotypical scores as well as the weighted final dressage score.

Furthermore, comments will be given for each stallion after having completed the last part of the test, highlighting his performances during the entire sport test.

Following the final check of all results by the FN Headquarter, the individual phenotypical scores, the weighted final dressage scores as well as the linear description will be published on the Internet. Every applicant will be forwarded the final certificate of the FN (annex 20) and a final documentation of the linear description (annex 25).
C b) Sport performance test for stallions – Focus Show Jumping

C b) 1. Schedule of the testing round and evaluated features
The test is designed for four- and five-year-old licensed stallions, starting in different, age-appropriate groups.
All stallions will be assessed acc. to different age-appropriate performance levels. The stallions have to be presented in the group of same-aged horses. Presenting five-year-old stallions at the same level as four-year olds is not permitted.

The requirements are scaled as follows:

- 4-year-old stallions:
  Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a novice level jumper riding horse class. The stallions are shown in a standard show jumping course (annex 11).

- 5-year-old stallions:
  Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of an elementary level dressage horse ability competition. The stallions are shown in a standard exercise (annex 12).

The Evaluation Commission gains repeatedly information and impressions about the stallions, focused on show jumping, during the whole testing period for the following features:

- Canter
- Scope
- Style
- Rideability
- Overall impression

The three-day sport test is composed as follows:

- Day 1: Arrival and free training
  - Arrival and inspection of suitability for competition (see C 6. Arrival procedure) and stabling of the stallions as well as free training in the warm-up arena under the own rider (basic gaits, without jumps) and under supervision of the steward.

- Day 2: Training and sport test under the own rider
  - Appropriate training of the stallion in accordance with a specified time schedule in the warm-up arena under the own rider (without jumps) and under supervision of the steward and a judge.
  - Then specified, time limited training of stallions in the testing arena (max. 15 minutes per stallion) in a group of up to four stallions, attended by the Evaluation Commission.
  - Showing the stallions the corresponding standard course and jumping 2 to 3 obstacles (upright and oxer), specified by the Evaluation Commission, in appropriate relation to the stallion’s age and performance capacity free of choice, is permitted.
  - In the afternoon presentation of stallions by the own rider in a standard jumper course (4-year-old stallions: annex 11; 5-year-old stallions: annex 12). Warm up of stallions in the warm-up arena over the fences under the supervision of a steward is permitted.
  - Jumping two determined obstacles (upright and oxer) before the start of the test in the testing arena is permitted, too.
After having completed the standard course, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to decide whether to repeat jumps or to increase the height of jumps age-appropriately.

- **Day 3: Test rider inspection**
  - **Warm-up in the warm-up arena** under the own rider (*without jumps*) and under the supervision of the steward.
  - Short free presentation of the stallion by the own rider in the testing arena including jumping two specified obstacles (upright and oxer).
  - The stallion will then be tested by the test rider in a standard jumper course (annex 11). Height of jumps can be adapted upon recommendation of the Evaluation Commission, depending on the age.

A representative of the FN will attend all inspection dates.

Test rider inspection per stallion will be individually different when it comes to duration and intensity. The test rider will be in close consultation with the Evaluation Commission who will accompany the test by comments.

**C b) 2. Equipment of horse and rider**

Equipment of horse and rider has to comply with the principles of equitation and the principles of accident prevention and animal protection.

*Equipment rider:*

A shock-resistant and splinter-proof riding helmet with three- or four-points web harness is compulsory for all riders during training and all parts of the test.

The following accessories are permissible as is laid down in § 68 LPO:

- A pair of spurs (max. length of the shank 4.5 cm [incl. rowel, however with a flat ending]) that do not cause any sharp injuries during normal use. The spur has to be buckled in such manner that the shank points horizontally or downwards.

- Whip: A whip with a max. length of 75 cm (incl. lash) is permitted during the test. A whip with a max. length of 120 cm (incl. lash) is permitted for the dressage work in the warm-up arena.

*Equipment horse:*

The regulations as stipulated for jumper riding horse classes acc. to § 70 LPO are valid for all parts of the competition.

Each stallion has to be equipped with clear and readable identification signs (two head numbers) throughout the entire event, fixed at the snaffle bit or saddle pad – each on the left and right side.
C b) 3. Evaluation of features and determination of results

During the sport performance test for stallions focused on Show Jumping one weighted final jumping scores will be worked out in addition. When determining these weighted final score for every stallion, the score awarded during the individual stages of the test and for the individual features will be weighted as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Weighted final jumping score (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canter</td>
<td>20,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>25,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style</td>
<td>25,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideability</td>
<td>20,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall impression</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum weighting factor</strong></td>
<td><strong>100,00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a stallion has to be withdrawn from competition before he has fully completed all parts of the test, no final result can be determined. If the test is not completed on applicant's request, no final result will be determined either.

Each applicant receives an interim certificate (annex 21) on the final day of the test after the public presentation of final results, featuring the individual phenotypical scores as well as the weighted final dressage score.

Furthermore, comments will be given for each stallion after having completed the last part of the test, highlighting his performances during the entire sport test.

Following the final check of all results by the FN Headquarter, the individual phenotypical scores, the weighted final dressage scores as well as the linear description will be published on the Internet. Every applicant will be forwarded the final certificate of the FN (annex 21) and a final documentation of the linear description (annex 25).
C c) Teil Ia: Sport performance test for 4-year-old stallions – Focus Multi-purpose disposition

C c) 1. Schedule of the testing round and evaluated features
The test is designed for 4-year-old licensed stallions. 5-year-old stallions shall be permitted to participate on a case-by-case basis. The FN breeding department, shall decide on admission in cooperation with the elected representatives of the breeding associations in the WG HLP.

All stallions will be assessed acc. to different age-appropriate performance levels. The stallions have to be presented in the group of same-aged horses. Presenting 5-year-old stallions at the same level as four-year olds is not permitted.

The requirements are scaled as follows:

- 4-year-old stallions:
  Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a riding horse ability competition. The stallions are shown in a standard exercise (annex 14) and a standard jumper course for 4-year-old stallions (annex 11).

  (Exception 5-year-old stallions who have not been able to complete part Ia at the age of 4):
  Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a novice level dressage horse ability competition and a novice level (A**) jumper riding horse class. The stallions are shown in a standard exercise (annex 6) and a standard jumper course (annex 16).

The Evaluation Commission gains repeatedly information and impressions about the stallions, focused on multi-purpose disposition, during the whole testing period for the following features:

- Trot
- Canter
- Walk
- Jumping ability
- Rideability
- Overall impression

The three-day sport test is composed as follows:

- Day 1: Arrival and free training
  ▪ Arrival and inspection of suitability for competition (see C 6. Arrival procedure) and stabling of the stallions as well as free training in the warm-up arena under the own rider (basic gaits, without jumps) and under supervision of the steward.

- Day 2: Training and sport test under the own rider
  ▪ Appropriate training of the stallion in accordance with a specified time schedule in the warm-up arena under the own rider (without jumps) and under supervision of the steward and a judge.
  Then specified, time limited training of stallions in the testing arena (max. 15 minutes per stallion) in a group of up to four stallions, attended by the Evaluation Commission.
  Showing the stallions the corresponding standard course and jumping 2 to 3 obstacles (upright and oxer), specified by the Evaluation Commission, in
appropriate relation to the stallion’s age and performance capacity free of choice, is permitted.

- In the afternoon presentation of stallions by the own rider in a standard exercise (4-year-old stallions: annex 14; exception 5-year-old stallions: annex 6) and immediately afterwards in a standard jumper course (4-year-old stallions: annex 11; exception 5-year-old stallions: annex 16).

Warm up of stallions in the warm-up arena over the fences under the supervision of a steward is permitted.

In the afternoon presentation of stallions by the own rider in a standard exercise (4-year-old stallions: annex 14; exception 5-year-old stallions: annex 6) and immediately afterwards in a standard jumper course (4-year-old stallions: annex 11; exception 5-year-old stallions: annex 16).

Jumping two determined obstacles (upright and oxer) before the start of the test in the testing arena is permitted, too.

After having completed the standard course, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to decide whether to repeat jumps or to increase the height of jumps age-appropriately.

- Day 3: Test rider inspection
  - Warm-up in the warm-up arena under the own rider (without jumps) and under the supervision of the steward.
  - Short free presentation of the stallion by the own rider in the testing arena including jumping two specified obstacles (upright and oxer).
  - Test rider inspection immediately afterwards, including basic gaits and individual jumps and sequences of a standard jumper course (annex 11).

The stallion will then be tested by the test rider in a standard course (annex 11). Height of jumps can be adapted upon recommendation of the Evaluation Commission, depending on the age.

A representative of the FN will attend all inspection dates.

Test rider inspection per stallion will be individually different when it comes to duration and intensity. The test rider will be in close consultation with the Evaluation Commission who will accompany the test by comments.

C c) 2. Equipment of horse and rider

Equipment of horse and rider has to comply with the principles of equitation and the principles of accident prevention and animal protection.

**Equipment rider:**

A shock-resistant and splinter-proof riding helmet with three- or four-points web harness is compulsory for all riders during training and all parts of the test.

The following accessories are permissible as is laid down in § 68 LPO:

- A pair of spurs (max. length of the shank 4.5 cm [incl. rowel, however with a flat ending]) that do not cause any sharp injuries during normal use. The spur has to be buckled in such manner that the shank points horizontally or downwards.

- Whip: A whip with a length of max. 75 cm (incl. lash) is permitted for all parts of the test that require jumping obstacles. A whip with a total length of max. 120 cm (incl. lash) is permitted for all other parts of the test and during dressage training in the warm-up arena.

**Equipment horse:**

The regulations as stipulated for jumper riding horse classes acc. to § 70 LPO are valid for training as well as all parts of the competition that require jumping obstacles. The regulations as stipulated for dressage horse ability competitions acc. to § 70 LPO shall be applied for all other parts of the test.
Each stallion has to be equipped with clear and readable identification signs (two head numbers) throughout the entire event, fixed at the snaffle bit or saddle pad – each on the left and right side.

C c) 3. Evaluation of features and determination of results
A weighted final score for stallions with a versatile disposition shall be determined in the sport test for stallions, part Ia, focus multi-purpose disposition. When determining these weighted final score for every stallion, the score awarded during the individual stages of the test and for the individual features will be weighted as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Weighted final multi-purpose disposition score (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trot</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canter</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping ability</td>
<td>25,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideability</td>
<td>20,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall impression</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a stallion has to be withdrawn from competition before he has fully completed all parts of the test, no final result can be determined. If the test is not completed on applicant’s request, no final result will be determined either.

Each applicant receives an interim certificate (annex 22) on the final day of the test after the public presentation of final results, featuring the individual phenotypical scores as well as the weighted final dressage score.

Furthermore, comments will be given for each stallion after having completed the last part of the test, highlighting his performances during the entire sport test.

Following the final check of all results by the FN Headquarter, the individual phenotypical scores, the weighted final dressage scores as well as the linear description will be published on the Internet. Every applicant will be forwarded the final certificate of the FN (annex 22) and a final documentation of the linear description (annex 25).
Cd) Teil Ib: Sport performance test for 4-year-old stallions – Focus Multi-purpose disposition

1. Schedule of the testing round and evaluated features
The test is designed for 4-year-old licensed stallions. This part of the test shall be held on two consecutive days in August or September. Performance ability of horses to be judged at an age-appropriate level.

All stallions will be assessed acc. to different age-appropriate performance levels. The stallions have to be presented in the group of same-aged horses. Presenting 5-year-old stallions at the same level as four-year olds is not permitted.

The requirements are scaled as follows:

- **4-year-old stallions:**
  Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a riding horse ability competition. The stallions are shown in a standard exercise (annex 14) and a standard jumper course for 4-year-old stallions (annex 15).
  For further evaluation purposes, the stallions have to complete a cross-country course as is laid down in § 372 LPO, requirements for novice level (A**) cross-country competitions, including a tree trunk, an oxer, a brush fence, a bullfinch, an overbuilt open ditch as well as crossing water. The whole cross-country course must be completely visible for the Evaluation Commission.

The Evaluation Commission gains repeatedly information and impressions about the stallions, focused on multi-purpose disposition, during the whole testing period for the following features:

- Trot (dressage test)
- Canter (dressage test, course jumping, cross-country course)
- Walk (dressage test)
- Jumping ability (course jumping and cross-country course)
- Rideability (dressage test, course jumping, cross-country course)
- Overall impression

The two-day sport test is composed as follows:

- **Day 1:** Arrival, dressage test and course jumping
  - In the morning arrival and inspection of suitability for competition (see C 6. Arrival procedure) and stabling of the stallions as well as free training in the warm-up arena resp. on the warm-up grounds under the own rider (basic gaits, without jumps) and under supervision of the steward.
  - Then specified, time limited training of stallions in the testing arena resp. on the testing grounds (max. 15 minutes per stallion) in a group of up to four stallions, attended by the Evaluation Commission.
  - Showing the stallions the corresponding standard jumper course and jumping 2 to 3 obstacles (upright and oxer), specified by the Evaluation Commission, in appropriate relation to the stallion’s age and performance capacity free of choice, is permitted.
  - In the afternoon presentation of stallions by the own rider in a standard exercise (annex 14) and immediately afterwards in a standard jumper course (annex 15).
  - Warm up of stallions in the warm-up arena resp. on the warm-up grounds over the fences under the supervision of a steward is permitted.
Jumping two determined obstacles (upright and oxer) before the start of the test in the testing arena is permitted, too. After having completed the standard jumper course, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to decide whether to repeat jumps or to increase the height of jumps age-appropriately.

- **Day 2: Cross-country course**
  - Appropriate training of the stallion in accordance with a specified time schedule in the warm-up arena under the own rider. Negotiating obstacles (upright obstacle, oxer and mobile fence [tree trunk]) under supervision of the steward and a judge.
  - Then specified, time limited training of stallions in the cross-country course (max. 30 minutes per stallion) in a group of up to four stallions, attended by the Evaluation Commission. Showing the stallions the whole cross-country course and jumping 2 to 3 obstacles (incl. crossing water), specified by the Evaluation Commission, in appropriate relation to the stallion’s age and performance capacity free of choice, is permitted. In exceptional cases, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to allow the stallions to jump more obstacles.
  - In the late morning resp. early afternoon, presentation of stallions in a cross-country course by the own rider.
    - Negotiating two individual obstacles (upright obstacle, oxer) and a mobile obstacle (tree trunk) in the warm-up arena under the supervision of the steward before. After having completed the cross-country course, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to decide whether to repeat any obstacles.

A representative of the FN will attend all inspection dates.

**C d) 2. Equipment of horse and rider**

Equipment of horse and rider has to comply with the principles of equitation and the principles of accident prevention and animal protection.

*Equipment rider:*
A shock-resistant and splinter-proof riding helmet with three- or four-points web harness is compulsory for all riders during training and all parts of the test.

The following accessories are permissible as is laid down in § 68 LPO:
- A pair of spurs (max. length of the shank 3.5 cm with a flat ending [without rowel]) that do not cause any sharp injuries during normal use. The spur has to be buckled in such manner that the shank points horizontally or downwards.
- Whip: A whip with a length of max. 75 cm (incl. lash) is permitted for all parts of the test that require jumping obstacles. A whip with a total length of max. 120 cm (incl. lash) is permitted in the warm-up arena resp. on the warm-up ground.

Partial cross-country test: back protector compulsory (a back protector acc. to European Norm "EN 13158", level 3, is recommended)

*Equipment horse:*
The regulations as stipulated for jumper riding horse classes acc. to § 70 LPO are valid for training as well as all parts of the competition that require jumping obstacles. The stipulations for cross-country tests as is laid down in § 70 LPO shall apply for all other parts of the test.

Each stallion has to be equipped with clear and readable identification signs (two head numbers) throughout the entire event, fixed at the snaffle bit or saddle pad – each on the left and right side.
C d) 3. Evaluation of features and determination of results
A weighted final score for stallions with a versatile disposition shall be determined in the sport test for stallions, part 1b, focus multi-purpose disposition. When determining these weighted final score for every stallion, the score awarded during the individual stages of the test and for the individual features will be weighted as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Weighted final multi-purpose disposition score (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trot – dressage test</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canter 20 % dressage test, 30 % course jumping, 50 % cross country course</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk – dressage test</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping ability 50 % course jumping, 50 % cross country course</td>
<td>25,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideability 35 % dressage test, 35 % course jumping, 30 % cross country course</td>
<td>20,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall impression</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum weighting factor</td>
<td>100,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a stallion has to be withdrawn from competition before he has fully completed all parts of the test, no final result can be determined. If the test is not completed on applicant’s request, no final result will be determined either.

Each applicant receives an interim certificate (annex 23) on the final day of the test after the public presentation of final results, featuring the individual phenotypical scores as well as the weighted final dressage score.

Furthermore, comments will be given for each stallion after having completed the last part of the test, highlighting his performances during the entire sport test.

Following the final check of all results by the FN Headquarter, the individual phenotypical scores, the weighted final dressage scores as well as the linear description will be published on the Internet. Every applicant will be forwarded the final certificate of the FN (annex 23) and a final documentation of the linear description (annex 25).
C e) Teil II: Sport performance test for 5-year-old stallions – Focus Multi-purpose disposition

C e) 1. Schedule of the testing round and evaluated features

The test is designed for 5-year-old licensed stallions. This part of the test shall be held on two consecutive days in August resp. September together with the sport test, part lb, four-year-old stallions.

All stallions will be assessed acc. to different age-appropriate performance levels. The stallions have to be presented in the group of same-aged horses. Presenting 5-year-old stallions at the same level as four-year olds is not permitted.

The requirements are scaled as follows:

- 5-year-old stallions:
  Testing and assessment of stallions is modeled on the requirements of a novice level dressage horse ability competition (annex 6) and a novice level jumper riding horse class (A**/annex 16).
  For further evaluation purposes, the stallions have to complete a cross-country course as is laid down in § 372 LPO, requirements for elementary level cross-country competitions, including a tree trunk, an oxer, a brush fence, a bullfinch, an overbuilt open ditch as well as crossing water. The whole cross-country course must be completely visible for the Evaluation Commission.

The Evaluation Commission gains repeatedly information and impressions about the stallions, focused on multi-purpose disposition, during the whole testing period for the following features:

- Trot (dressage test)
- Canter (dressage test, course jumping, cross-country course)
- Walk (dressage test)
- Jumping ability (course jumping and cross-country course)
- Rideability (dressage test, course jumping, cross-country course)
- Overall impression

The two-day sport test is composed as follows:

- Day 1: Arrival and free training
  - In the morning arrival and inspection of suitability for competition (see C 6. Arrival procedure) and stabling of the stallions as well as free training in the warm-up arena resp. on the warm-up grounds under the own rider (basic gait, without jumps) and under supervision of the steward. Then specified, time limited training of stallions in the testing arena resp. on the testing grounds (max. 15 minutes per stallion) in a group of up to four stallions, attended by the Evaluation Commission. Showing the stallions the corresponding standard jumper course and jumping 2 to 3 obstacles (upright and oxer), specified by the Evaluation Commission, in appropriate relation to the stallion’s age and performance capacity free of choice, is permitted. In exceptional cases, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to allow the stallions to jump more obstacles.

- Day 2: Dressage test and course jumping
  - In the morning presentation of stallions by the own rider in a standard exercise (annex 6). Immediately followed by the test rider inspection.
• In the afternoon presentation of stallions by the own rider in a standard jumper course/A** (annex 16). Warm up of stallions in the warm-up arena resp. on the warm-up grounds over the fences under the supervision of a steward is permitted.
  Jumping two determined obstacles (upright and oxer) before the start of the test in the testing arena resp. on the resting grounds is permitted, too.
  After having completed the standard jumper course, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to decide whether to repeat jumps or to increase the height of jumps age-appropriately. Immediately followed the test rider will then present the stallions in single jumps and short jumping sequences and award scores for rideability.

• Day 3: Cross-country course
  - Appropriate training of the stallion in accordance with a specified time schedule in the warm-up arena under the own rider. Negotiating obstacles (upright obstacle, oxer and mobile fence [tree trunk]) under supervision of the steward and a judge.
  Then specified, time limited training of stallions in the cross-country course (max. 30 minutes per stallion) in a group of up to four stallions, attended by the Evaluation Commission. Showing the stallions the whole cross-country course and jumping 2 to 3 obstacles (incl. crossing water), specified by the Evaluation Commission, in appropriate relation to the stallion’s age and performance capacity free of choice, is permitted. In exceptional cases, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to allow the stallions to jump more obstacles.
  - In the late morning resp. early afternoon, presentation of stallions in a cross-country course by the own rider.
    Negotiating two individual obstacles (upright obstacle, oxer) and a mobile obstacle (tree trunk) on the warm-up grounds under the supervision of the steward before. After having completed the cross-country course, it is up to the Evaluation Commission to decide whether to repeat any obstacles.

A representative of the FN will attend all inspection dates.

Test rider inspection per stallion will be individually different when it comes to duration and intensity. The test rider will be in close consultation with the Evaluation Commission who will accompany the test by comments.

C e) 2. Equipment of horse and rider
Equipment of horse and rider has to comply with the principles of equitation and the principles of accident prevention and animal protection.

Equipment rider:
A shock-resistant and splinter-proof riding helmet with three- or four-points web harness is compulsory for all riders during training and all parts of the test.

The following accessories are permissible as is laid down in § 68 LPO:
  • A pair of spurs (max. length of the shank 3.5 cm with a flat ending [without rowel]) that do not cause any sharp injuries during normal use. The spur has to be buckled in such manner that the shank points horizontally or downwards.
  • Whip: A whip with a length of max. 75 cm (incl. lash) is permitted for all parts of the test that require jumping obstacles. A whip with a total length of max. 120 cm (incl. lash) is permitted in the warm-up arena resp. on the warm-up ground.
  • Partial cross-country test: back protector compulsory (a back protector acc. to European Norm “EN 13158”, level 3, is recommended)
Equipment horse:
The regulations as stipulated for jumper riding horse classes acc. to § 70 LPO are valid for training as well as all parts of the competition that require jumping obstacles. The stipulations for cross-country tests as is laid down in § 70 LPO shall apply for all other parts of the test.

Each stallion has to be equipped with clear and readable identification signs (two head numbers) throughout the entire event, fixed at the snaffle bit or saddle pad – each on the left and right side.

C e) 3. Evaluation of features and determination of results
A weighted final score for stallions with a versatile disposition shall be determined in the sport test for stallions, part I, focus multi-purpose disposition. When determining these weighted final score for every stallion, the score awarded during the individual stages of the test and for the individual features will be weighted as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Weighted final multi-purpose disposition score (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trot – dressage test</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canter 20 % dressage test, 30 % course jumping, 50 % cross country course</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk – dressage test</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping ability 50 % course jumping, 50 % cross country course</td>
<td>25,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rideability 35 % dressage test, 35 % course jumping, 30 % cross country course</td>
<td>20,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall impression</td>
<td>10,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum weighting factor</td>
<td>100,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a stallion has to be withdrawn from competition before he has fully completed all parts of the test, no final result can be determined. If the test is not completed on applicant’s request, no final result will be determined either.

Each applicant receives an interim certificate (annex 24) on the final day of the test after the public presentation of final results, featuring the individual phenotypical scores as well as the weighted final dressage score.

Furthermore, comments will be given for each stallion after having completed the last part of the test, highlighting his performances during the entire sport test.

Following the final check of all results by the FN Headquarter, the individual phenotypical scores, the weighted final dressage scores as well as the linear description will be published on the Internet. Every applicant will be forwarded the final certificate of the FN (annex 24) and a final documentation of the linear description (annex 25).
Anlage 1

Muster – Anlieferungsprotokoll Stationsprüfungen

VA/ HLP: ___________________ Ort: ___________________ Datum: ________________

1. Identifikation
   Name: _____________________ Lebensnummer: ___________________
   Pedigree (V / MV): ___________________
   Anmelder: ___________________

   Identifiziert anhand von Farbe, Abzeichen und aktiver Kennzeichnung: [ ] Ja  [ ] Nein

2. Einzureichende Dokumente:
   [ ] Equidenpass mit allen vorausgesetzten Impfungen gemäß LPO § 66.6.10
   [ ] Aktuelle Zuchtbescheinigung
   [ ] Den Nachweis eines negativen Virusneutralisationstest (VNT) oder zwei negative Nachweise
     oder ein negativer Nachweis des Equinen Arteritisvirus im Sperma bei ordnungsgemäßer
     Vaccinierung des Hengstes gemäß B I 6.1. bzw. B II 6.1..

3. Vorbericht/Anmerkungen durch den Anmelder (bzw. den Beauftragten):

4. Adspektion + Palpation:

   Kopf (Lnn./Kehlkopf/Augen/Naseneinfluss/Husten/Maulwinkel)  
   Zähne
   Hals (V.jug.)
   Körper (Haut)
   Beine (Sehnen/Überbeine/Fesselbeuge)
   Hufe (Beschlag/Orth.)

5. Ernährungszustand: ________
   1 = Fett
   2 = Fleischig, ausgeprägte Muskulatur
   3 = moderater Ernährungszustand
   4 = dünn/mager

6. Vorführen:

   Stand
   Schritt
   Trab

7. Spezielle Untersuchungen:

8. Vorstellung unter dem eigenen Reiter:

   ________________________________

   Ergebnis: [ ] Zugelassen  [ ] Nicht zugelassen

   Stationstierarzt: ___________________
   Trainingsleiter: ___________________
   Anmelder oder Beauftragter: ___________________
   FN-Beauftragter: ___________________
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Anlage 2

Muster – Besichtigungs- und Musterungsprotokoll (vor Abschlussprüfung)

VA/ HLP: ________________ Ort: ________________ Datum: ________________

1. Identifikation
   Name: ____________________ Lebensnummer: ____________________
   Pedigree (V / MV): ________________
   Anmelder: ________________
   Identifiziert anhand von Farbe, Abzeichen und aktiver Kennzeichnung: [Ja] [Nein]

2. Vorbericht:

3. Adspektion + Palpation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kopf (Lnn./Kehlkopf/Augen/Nasen- ausfluss/Husten/Maulwinkel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zähne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hals (V.jug.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Körper (Haut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beine (Sehnen/Überbeine/Fesselbeuge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hufe (Beschlag/Orth.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Ernährungszustand: _________
   1 = Fett
   2 = Fleischig, ausgeprägte Muskulatur
   3 = moderater Ernährungszustand
   4 = dünn/mager

5. Vorführen:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schritt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Spezielle Untersuchungen:


   Ergebnis:  [ ] Zur Abschlussprüfung zugelassen
               [ ] Nicht zur Abschlussprüfung zugelassen

   Stationstierarzt: ____________________
   Trainingsleiter: ____________________ Anmelder oder Beauftragter:
   FN-Beauftragter: ____________________ ____________________
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Anlage 3

Muster – Anlieferungsprotokoll Sportprüfungen

Ort: ___________________________ Datum: ___________________________

Schwerpunkt:  □ Dressur  □ Springen  □ Vielseitige Veranlagung

1. Identifikation

Name: ___________________________ Lebensnummer: ___________________________

Pedigree (V / MV): ___________________________

Anmelder: ___________________________

Identifiziert anhand von Farbe, Abzeichen und aktiver Kennzeichnung:
□ Ja  □ Nein

2. Einzureichende Dokumente:

□ Equidenpass mit allen vorausgesetzten Impfungen gemäß LPO § 66.6.10
□ Aktuelle Zuchtbescheinigung
□ Amtstierärztliche Bescheinigung gemäß C 6.
□ Den Nachweis eines negativen Virusneutralisationstest (VNT) oder zwei negative Nachweise (Virusisolation und PCR) des Equinen Arteritisvirus im Sperma gemäß C 6. oder ein negativer Nachweis des Equinen Arteritisvirus im Sperma bei ordnungsgemäßer Vaccinierung des Hengstes gemäß C 6..

3. Auffälligkeiten Adspektion und Palpation:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Vorführen:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schritt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Anmerkungen / Spezielle Untersuchungen:

____________________________________________________________________________________

Ergebnis:  □ Zugelassen  □ Nicht zugelassen

Zuständiger Tierarzt: ___________________________

FN-Beauftragter: ___________________________

Anmelder oder Beauftragter: ___________________________
Anlage 4

Muster – Untersuchungsprotokoll nach Abschluss der Sportprüfungen (vor Abreise)

Ort: __________________________ Datum: __________________________

Schwerpunkt: ☐ Dressur ☐ Springen ☐ Vielseitige Veranlagung

1. Identifikation
Name: __________________________ Lebensnummer: __________________________

Pedigree (V / MV): __________________________

Anmelder: __________________________

Identifiziert anhand von Farbe, Abzeichen und aktiver Kennzeichnung:
☐ Ja ☐ Nein

2. Gebiss- und Gamaschenkontrolle:

☐ Ja ☐ Nein

Auffälligkeiten: __________________________

3. Auffälligkeiten Adspektion und Palpation:

________________________

________________________

________________________

4. Vorführen:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schritt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Anmerkungen / Spezielle Untersuchungen:

________________________

________________________

________________________

Stationstierarzt: __________________________

FN-Beauftragter: __________________________

Anmelder oder Beauftragter: __________________________
Anlage 5

Aufgabe RP – Reitpferdeprüfung

Standort der Richter bei B innerhalb des Vierecks zwischen B und X.
Viereck 20 x 60 m

Einreiten im Schritt am langen Zügel, linke Hand, Zügel aufnehmen.

(linke Hand)
(B-M-C-H-E-K-A-F-B-M-C) Im Arbeitstempo antraben, leichttraben.
Ganze Bahn (1-mal herum)
(H-X-F) Durch die ganze Bahn wechseln

(rechte Hand)
(F-A-K-E-H-C) Ganze Bahn (1-mal herum)
(M-B) Durchparieren zum Schritt, Mittelschritt am langen
Zügel.

(A-X-C) Durch die Länge der Bahn wechseln.

(linke Hand)
(C) Linke Hand
(H) Im Arbeitstempo antraben, leichttraben.
(F-M) und (H-K) Die nächsten zwei langen Seiten die Tritte verlängern.
(A) Auf dem Zirkel geritten, und zur geschlossenen
Seite hin aussitzen und angaloppieren.
(A) Ganze Bahn.
(F-M) Eine lange Seite Arbeitsgalopp.
(H-K) Eine lange Seite Galoppsprünge verlängern.
(F-X-H) Durch die ganze Bahn wechseln und auf der Wechsel-
linie durchparieren zum Arbeitstrab, leichttraben.

(rechte Hand)
(C) Auf dem Zirkel geritten und zur geschlossenen
Seite hin aussitzen und angaloppieren.
(C) Ganze Bahn.
(M-F) Eine lange Seite Arbeitsgalopp.
(K-H) Eine lange Seite Galoppsprünge verlängern.
(C) An der kurzen Seite durchparieren zum
Arbeitstrab, leichttraben.
(B-E-B) Auf dem Mittelzirkel geritten und Zügel aus der
Hand kauen lassen
(B-E) Zügel wieder aufnehmen.
(E-H) Ganze Bahn.
(C) An der kurzen Seite aussitzen und durchparieren zum
Schritt, Mittelschritt am langen Zügel.
(B) Rechts um.
(E) Rechts um.
(C-A) Durch die Länge der Bahn wechseln.

(linke Hand)
(A) Im Mittelschritt die Bahn verlassen.
Anlage 6

Aufgabe DA – Dressurpferdeprüfung für 4-jährige Hengste

(Nur einzeln)
Viereck 20 x 60 m – Dauer: etwa 4½ Minuten

A-X Einreiten im Arbeitstrab.
X Halten. Grüßen.
   Im Arbeitstempo antraben.
C Linke Hand.
(C-H-K-A-F-B)(Der Arbeitstrab)
B-E-B Auf dem Mittelzirkel geritten (1-mal herum).
B Ganze Bahn.
H-X-F Durch die ganze Bahn wechseln, dabei Tritte verlängern. Leichttraben.
F Arbeitstrab. Aussitzen.
A Mittelschritt.
K-X-M Im Mittelschritt durch die ganze Bahn wechseln.
M Im Arbeitstempo antraben.
C Im Arbeitstempo angaloppieren.
E-B-E Auf dem Mittelzirkel geritten (1-mal herum).
   Zwischen B und E überstreichen.
E Ganze Bahn.
F-X-H Durch die ganze Bahn wechseln.
   Vor X Arbeitstrab, nach X im Arbeitstempo rechts angaloppieren (2 bis 3 Pferdelängen Trab erlaubt).
C Auf dem Zirkel geritten (1-mal herum).
C Ganze Bahn.
M-F Galoppsprünge verlängern.
Zw. F und A Arbeitsgalopp.
Zw. A und K Arbeitstrab.
E-B Auf dem Mittelzirkel geritten (½-mal herum), dabei leichttraben und Zügel aus der Hand kauen lassen.
B-F Ganze Bahn. Zügel wieder verkürzen.
A Auf die Mittellinie abwenden.
X Halten. Grüßen.
   Im Mittelschritt am langen Zügel die Bahn verlassen.
Anlage 7

Aufgabe DL – Dressurpferdeprüfung für 5-jährige Hengste

Nur auf Trense. (Nur einzeln)
Viereck 20 x 60 m – Dauer: etwa 5 ½ Minuten

A-X Einreiten im Arbeitstrab.
X Halten. Grüßen.
Im Arbeitstempo antraben.
C Rechte Hand.
B-X Halbe Volte rechts (10 m).
X-E Halbe Volte links (10 m).
V Versammelter Trab.
(V-K-A-F) (Der versammelter Trab)
F-X-H Im Mitteltrab durch die ganze Bahn wechseln.
H Arbeitstrab.
C-A Schlangenlinien durch die Bahn, 3 Bögen.
K-X-M Mitteltrab.
M-C Versammelter Trab.
C Mittelschritt.
H-B Im Mittelschritt durch die halbe Bahn wechseln.
B-K Im Mittelschritt am langen Zügel durch die halbe Bahn wechseln.
K Zügel wieder aufnehmen.
A Im Arbeitstempo links angaloppieren.
(A-F-B) (Der Arbeitsgalopp)
B-R-S-E Mittelgalopp, halber Zirkel.
Zwischen
E und K Versammelter Galopp.
K-D-E Kehrtvolte (10 m) ohne Galoppwechsel.
(E-H) (Der Außengalopp)
Vor H Einfacher Galoppwechsel.
M-F Mittelgalopp.
Zwischen
F und A Versammelter Galopp.
K-B Ohne Galoppwechsel durch die halbe Bahn wechseln.
(B-M) (Der Außengalopp)
M Arbeitstrab.
E-B-E Auf dem Mittelzirkel geritten, leichttraben, dabei Zügel aus der Hand kauen lassen.
E Zügel wieder verkürzen. Aussitzen.
A Auf die Mittellinie abwenden.
X Halten. Grüßen.
Im Mittelschritt am langen Zügel die Bahn verlassen.
Anlage 8

Aufgabe DM – Dressurpferdeprüfung für 6-/7-jährige Hengste

Nur auf Trense. (Nur einzeln)
Viereck 20 x 60 m – Dauer: etwa 5 Minuten

A-X Einreiten im Arbeitstrab.
X Halten. Grüßen.
   Im Arbeitstempo antraben.
C Linke Hand.
E-X Halbe Volte links (10 m).
X-B Halbe Volte rechts (10 m).
A Versammelter Trab.
K-E Schulterherein.
E Volte (8 m).
E-G Nach rechts traversieren.
C Rechte Hand.
M-X-K Im Mitteltrab durch die ganze Bahn wechseln.
K Versammelter Trab.
F-B Schulterherein.
B Volte (8 m).
B-G Nach links traversieren.
C Linke Hand.
H-X-F Im starken Trab durch die ganze Bahn wechseln.
F Versammelter Trab.
A Mittelschritt.
K-X-M Im starken Schritt durch die ganze Bahn wechseln.
M-C Mittelschritt.
C Im Arbeitstempo links angaloppieren.
V-P Halber Zirkel, dabei überstreichen.
P Ganze Bahn.
Vor B Versammelter Galopp.
B-I-H Durch die halbe Bahn wechseln.
Bei I Fliegender Galoppwechsel.
H Arbeitsgalopp.
B-P-V-E Mittelgalopp und halber Zirkel.
Vor E Versammelter Galopp.
E-I-M Durch die halbe Bahn wechseln.
Bei I Fliegender Galoppwechsel.
H-V Mittelgalopp.
V Versammelter Galopp.
K Versammelter Trab.
A Auf die Mittellinie abwenden.
X Halten. Grüßen.
   Im Mittelschritt am langen Zügel die Bahn verlassen.
Anlage 9

HLP-Trainingsparcours für 3-jährige springbetonte Hengste (für Halle 20 x 60 m Mindestmaß)
Höhe/Weite: max. 0,90 m (siehe Abbildung)

Nach Hindernis 2 einmal auf dem Zirkel geritten.

Hindernisse 1 und 3 als Kreuz gebaut.

Oxer generell „rund“ gebaut (die hintere Stand muss höher sein).

Bei allen Hindernissen sollen Hindernisstangen zur Hervorhebung der Grundlinie verwendet werden.

Legende:
- Stange
- Planke
- Kleines Unterstellteil
- Hindernishöhe
- Hindernisbreite

Geringfügige Abweichungen sind nach Rücksprache mit den Sachverständigen sowie dem FN-Beauftragten zulässig.
Der Standardparcours und die Hindernisse müssen den Anforderungen gemäß §§ 507 und 509 LPO entsprechen.
Anlage 10

HLP-Gymnastikspringen für dressurbetonte Hengste
(für Halle 20 x 60 m Mindestmaß)
Höhe/Weite: max. 0,90 m (siehe Abbildung)

Nach Hindernis 1 an der langen Seite Übergang zum Trab; nach Hindernis 2 Parcours im Galopp fortsetzen und beenden.
Hindernisse 1 und 2a als Kreuz gebaut.
Oxer generell „rund“ gebaut (die hintere Stand muss höher sein).
Bei allen Hindernissen sollen Hindernisstangen zur Hervorhebung der Grundlinie verwendet werden.

Legende:
○ Stange
▼ Planke
△ Kleines Unterstellteil
1,00 Hindernishöhe
0,95/0,90 Hindernisbreite

Geringfügige Abweichungen sind nach Rücksprache mit den Sachverständigen sowie dem FN-Beauftragten zulässig.
Der Standardparcours und die Hindernisse müssen den Anforderungen gemäß LPO § 507 und § 509 entsprechen.
Anlage 11
Standardparcours für 4-jährige Hengste (springbetont und vielseitig veranlagt) und Parcours für den Fremdreitertest (alle Altersklassen) (für Halle 20 x 60 m Mindestmaß)
Höhe/Weite: max. 1,00 m (siehe Abbildung)

Probesprünge vor Parcoursbeginn:
Hindernisse 4 und 5

Nach Hindernis 2 an der kurzen Seite Übergang zum Trab und einmal auf dem Zirkel geritten; Hindernis 3a aus dem Trab anreiten, danach Parcours im Galopp fortsetzen und beenden.

Hindernis 3a als Kreuz gebaut.

Oxer generell „rund“ gebaut (die hintere Stand muss höher sein).

Bei allen Hindernissen sollen Hindernisstangen zur Hervorhebung der Grundlinie verwendet werden.

Beim Fremdreitertest können die Hindernishöhen dem Alter der Hengste entsprechen angepasst

Legende:
- Stange
- Planke
- Kleines Unterstellteil

1,00 Hindernishöhe
0,95/0,90 Hindernishöhe/Hindernisbreite

ca. 2,20 m
ca. 5,80 - 6,30 m

Geringfügige Abweichungen sind nach Rücksprache mit den Sachverständigen sowie dem FN-Beauftragten zulässig. Der Standardparcours und die Hindernisse müssen den Anforderungen gemäß LPO § 507 und § 509 entsprechen.
Anlage 12
Standardparcours für 5-jährige springbetonte Hengste
(für Halle 20 x 60 m Mindestmaß)
Höhe/Weite: max. 1,10 m (siehe Abbildung)

Probesprünge vor Parcoursbeginn: Hindernisse 1 und 2

Hindernis 9: Wassergraben ca. 40 cm vorgezogen

Die Grundlinie der Hindernisse wird hier nicht mehr durch Hindernisstangen hervorgehoben.

Legende:
- Stange
- Planke
- Kleines Unterstellteil
- Hindernishöhe
- Hindernishöhe/
- Hindernisbreite

Geringsfügige Abweichungen sind nach Rücksprache mit den Sachverständigen sowie dem FN-Beauftragten zulässig.
Der Standardparcours und die Hindernisse müssen den Anforderungen gemäß LPO § 507 und § 509 entsprechen.
Anlage 13

Standardparcours für 6-/7-jährige springbetonte Hengste
(für Halle 20 x 60 m Mindestmaß)
Höhe/Weite: max. 1,20 m (siehe Abbildung)

Probesprünge vor Parcoursbeginn: Hindernisse 1 und 2

Hindernis 7: Wassergraben ca. 40 cm vorgezogen

Die Grundlinie der Hindernisse wird hier nicht mehr durch Hindernisstangen hervorgehoben.

Legende:
○ Stange
■ Planke
□ Kleines Unterstellteil

1,00 Hindernishöhe
0,95/0,90 Hindernisbreite

Geringfügige Abweichungen sind nach Rücksprache mit den Sachverständigen sowie dem FN-Beauftragten zulässig.
Der Standardparcours und die Hindernisse müssen den Anforderungen gemäß LPO § 507 und § 509 entsprechen.
Anlage 14

Aufgabe – Eignungsprüfung für 4-jährige vielseitig veranlagte Hengste (für Halle 20 x 60 m Mindestmaß)

Viereck 20 x 60 m – Dauer: etwa 6 Minuten (inkl. Parcours)

A Rechte Hand, Mittelschritt.
K Im Arbeitstempo antraben, leichttraben.
C-A Schlangenlinie durch die Bahn, 4 Bögen, links beenden.
A Aussitzen.
B Mittelschritt.
H-B Durch die halbe Bahn wechseln.
B-E Auf dem Mittelzirkel geritten und zwischen B und E antraben (½-mal herum).
E-B-E-B Im Arbeitstempo rechts angaloppieren.
B-E Galoppsprünge verlängern (½-mal herum).
E Ganze Bahn.
C (An der kurzen Seite) Arbeitsgalopp.
B Arbeitstrab.
K-X-M Durch die ganze Bahn wechseln, dabei leichttraben und Tritte verlängern.
E-B Auf dem Mittelzirkel geritten (½-mal herum).
B-E-B Im Arbeitstempo links angaloppieren (1-mal herum).
B Ganze Bahn.
H-K (An der langen Seite) Galoppsprünge verlängern.
K Arbeitsgalopp.
A Arbeitstrab.
B Halten. Arbeitstrab.
H-X-F Durch die ganze Bahn wechseln, dabei leichttraben und Tritte verlängern.
F-K (An der kurzen Seite) Arbeitstrab.
E-B Auf dem Mittelzirkel geritten (½-mal herum).
B-E-B Leichttraben und Zügel aus der Hand kauen lassen (1-mal herum).
B-E Aussitzen. Zügel wieder verkürzen.
E Ganze Bahn. Mittelschritt.
Am langen Zügel die Bahn verlassen und vorbereiten zum Springen.
Anlage 15

Standardparcours (Eignung) für 4-jährige vielseitig veranlagte Hengste
(für Halle 20 x 60 m Mindestmaß)
Höhe/Weite: max. 1,00 m (bei 5-jährigen Hengsten [Ausnahmefall] kann die Höhe der Hindernisse bis zu max. 1,05 m angepasst werden)

Distanz Hindernis 3 auf Hindernis 4: 17,50 m

Geringfügige Abweichungen sind nach Rücksprache mit den Sachverständigen sowie dem FN-Beauftragten zulässig.
Der Standardparcours und die Hindernisse müssen den Anforderungen gemäß LPO § 507 und § 509 entsprechen.
Anlage 16

Standardparcours für 5-jährige vielseitig veranlagte Hengste (Teil II) (für Halle 20 x 60 m Mindestmaß)
Höhe/Weite: max. 1,05 m (siehe Abbildung)

Probesprünge vor Parcoursbeginn: Hindernisse 1 und 2

Die Grundlinie der Hindernisse wird hier nicht mehr durch Hindernisstangen hervorgehoben.

Legende:
- ○ Stange
- ▲ Kleines Unterstellteil
- 1,00 Hindernishöhe
- 0,95/0,90 Hindernisbreite
- ca. 1,10 m
- 1,05/1,10 Hindernisstangen
- 1,05/1,10 Hindernisstangen

Geringfügige Abweichungen sind nach Rücksprache mit den Sachverständigen sowie dem FN-Beauftragten zulässig.
Der Standardparcours und die Hindernisse müssen den Anforderungen gemäß LPO § 507 und § 509 entsprechen.
### E R G E B N I S

14-tägige Veranlagungsprüfung
vom TT.MM.JJJJ bis TT.MM.JJJJ
in Prüfungsort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: Hengst A</th>
<th>Vater:</th>
<th>DE 421000000000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LNR: DE 421000000000</td>
<td>Kat.-Nummer.: 1</td>
<td>Muster:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutter:</td>
<td>DE 421000000000</td>
<td>Muttervater:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>von:</td>
<td></td>
<td>geb.: 01.01.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anmelder: Max Mustermann</td>
<td></td>
<td>Geschl. H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musterstraße 99</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rasse: Holsteiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99999 Musterdorf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### MERKMALE VA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noten Überprüfung</th>
<th>LEISTUNG</th>
<th>VERGLEICHSMITTEL</th>
<th>INDIVIDUELLE ABWEICHUNG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trab</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>7,06</td>
<td>0,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galopp</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,91</td>
<td>0,09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schritt</td>
<td>7,00</td>
<td>7,12</td>
<td>-0,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittigkeit Bewertungskommission</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springanlage Freispringen</td>
<td>9,00</td>
<td></td>
<td>0,77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittigkeit Fremdreiter</td>
<td>1,25</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>0,25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Noten: Training + Überprüfung

| Interieur | 8,75 | 8,21 | 0,54 |
| Charakter/Temperament | 9,00 | 8,32 | 0,68 |
| Leistungsbereitschaft | 9,50 | 8,09 | 1,41 |

Gewichtete Gesamtnote = 8,13
Gewichtete dressurbetonte Endnote = 7,58
Gewichtete springbetonte Endnote = 8,64

Prüfungsort: , den TT.MM.JJJJ
### Anlage 18

**Muster – Prüfungszeugnis (50-tägige Hengstleistungsprüfung) Schwerpunkt **Dressur**

**DEUTSCHE REITERLICHE VEREINIGUNG E.V.**
Bundesverband für Pferdesport und Pferdezucht – Fédération Equestre Nationale (FN)

---

**ERGEBNIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50-tägige Hengstleistungsprüfung - Schwerpunkt Dressur</th>
<th>vom TT.MM.JJJJ bis TT.MM.JJJJ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in Prüfungsort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Name: Hengst A                                      | LNR: DE 421000000000 Kat.-Nummer.: 1 |
| Vater: Vater                                        | Mutter: Mutter DE 421000000000       |
| Mutter: Muttervater DE 421000000000                  |
| von: Muttervater                                    | geb.: 01.01.2012                   |
| Anmelder Max Mustermann                              | Geschl. H                          |
| Musterstraße 99                                      | Rasse: Hannoveraner                 |
| 99999 Musterdorf                                     |                                  |

#### MERKMALE HLP-Dressur

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noten Überprüfung</th>
<th>LEISTUNG</th>
<th>VERGLEICHSMITTEL</th>
<th>INDIVIDUELLER ABWEICHUNG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trab</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td>7,31</td>
<td>1,19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galopp</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,91</td>
<td>0,09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schritt</td>
<td>7,00</td>
<td>7,36</td>
<td>-0,36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittigkeit Bewertungskommission</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>0,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verhalten am Sprung</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>-0,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesamteindruck</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>0,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittigkeit Fremdreiter</td>
<td>8,21</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>0,21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Noten: Training + Überprüfung

| Interieur        | 8,75     | 8,21             | 0,54                     |
| Charakter/Temperament | 9,00 | 8,32             | 0,68                     |
| Leistungsbereitschaft | 8,50 | 8,09             | 0,41                     |

Gewichtete dressurbetonte Endnote = 8,03

**Prüfungsort** , den TT.MM.JJJJ

Stempel und Unterschrift

---

Decree HLP-Rules May 2017
Anlage 19

Muster – Prüfungszeugnis (50-tägige Hengstleistungsprüfung) Schwerpunkt Springen

DEUTSCHE REITERLICHE VEREINIGUNG E.V.
Bundesverband für Pferdesport und Pferdezucht – Fédération Equestre Internationale (FN)

**E R G E B N I S**

| Name: Hengst B | Vater: Vater | DE 421000000000 |
| LNR: DE 421000000000 | Mutter: Mutter | DE 421000000000 |
| Kat.-Nummer.: 1 | von: Muttervater | DE 421000000000 |
| Anmelder Max Mustermann | geb.: 01.01.2012 |
| Musterstraße 99 | Geschl. H |
| 99999 Musterdorf | Rasse: Holsteiner |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MERKMALE HLP-Springen</th>
<th>LEISTUNG</th>
<th>VERGLEICHSMITTEL</th>
<th>INDIVIDUELLE ABWEICHUNG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trab</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>7,06</td>
<td>0,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galopp</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,91</td>
<td>0,09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schritt</td>
<td>7,00</td>
<td>7,12</td>
<td>-0,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittigkeit Bewertungskommission</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td>7,86</td>
<td>0,64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermögen</td>
<td>10,00</td>
<td>10,00</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manier</td>
<td>9,00</td>
<td>8,83</td>
<td>0,17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesamteindruck</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>0,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittigkeit Fremdreiter</td>
<td>8,25</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>0,25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gewichtete springbetonte Endnote = 8,23**

Prüfungsort, den TT.MM.JJJJ

Stempel und Unterschrift
### Anlage 20

**Muster – Prüfungszeugnis Sportprüfung Schwerpunkt Dressur**

**DEUTSCHE REITERLICHE VEREINIGUNG E.V.**  
Bundesverband für Pferdesport und Pferdezucht – Fédération Equestre Nationale (FN)

---

**E R G E B N I S**

Sportprüfung für Hengste - Schwerpunkt Dressur

vom **TT.MM.JJJJ** bis TT.MM.JJJJ

in Prüfungsort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: Hengst C</th>
<th>Vater: DE 421000000000</th>
<th>Mütter: DE 421000000000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LNR: DE 421000000000</td>
<td>Kat.-Nummer.: 1</td>
<td>von: Muttervater DE 421000000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anmelder: Max Mustermann</td>
<td>Vater geb.: 01.01.2012</td>
<td>Mutter geb.: 01.01.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musterstraße 99</td>
<td>Geschl. H</td>
<td>Musterdorf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99999 Musterdorf</td>
<td>Rasse: Westfälisches Reitpferd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MERKMALE Sportprüfung Dressur**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noten Überprüfung</th>
<th>LEISTUNG</th>
<th>VERGLEICHSMITTEL</th>
<th>INDIVIDUELLE ABWEICHUNG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trab</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td>7,06</td>
<td>1,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galopp</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,72</td>
<td>0,28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schritt</td>
<td>7,40</td>
<td>7,12</td>
<td>0,28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittigkeit</td>
<td>7,90</td>
<td>7,86</td>
<td>0,04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesamteindruck</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td>8,23</td>
<td>0,27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Gewichtete dressurbetonte Endnote = 8,22**

---

Prüfungsort, den TT.MM.JJJJ

Stempel und Unterschrift

---
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### Anlage 21

**Muster – Prüfungszeugnis Sportprüfung Schwerpunkt Springen**

**DEUTSCHE REITERLICHE VEREINIGUNG E.V.**
Bundesverband für Pferdesport und Pferdezucht – Fédération Equestre Internationale (FEI)

---

#### ER Gebnis

**Sportprüfung für Hengste - Schwerpunkt Springen**

vom TT.MM.JJJJ bis TT.MM.JJJJ

in Prüfungsort

Name: Hengst C  
LNR: DE 421000000000  
Kat.-Nummer.: 1

Vater: DE 421000000000  
Mutter: DE 421000000000

Anmelder: Max Mustermann  
Musterstraße 99  
Musterdorf

Geschl.: H  
Rasse: Oldenburger Springpferd

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MERKMALE Sportprüfung Springen</th>
<th>LEISTUNG</th>
<th>VERGLEICHSMITTEL</th>
<th>INDIVIDUELLE ABWEICHUNG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galopp</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,06</td>
<td>0,94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermögen</td>
<td>9,00</td>
<td>8,12</td>
<td>0,88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manier</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>7,12</td>
<td>0,38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittigkeit</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>7,86</td>
<td>0,34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesamteindruck</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td>8,23</td>
<td>0,27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gewichtete dressurbetonte Endnote = 8,45**

Prüfungsort, den TT.MM.JJJJ

Stempel und Unterschrift
Muster – Prüfungszeugnis Sportprüfung
Schwerpunkt Vielseitige Veranlagung (Teil Ia)

DEUTSCHE REITERLICHE VEREINIGUNG E.V.
Bundesverband für Pferdesport und Pferdezucht – Fédération Equestre Nationale (FN)

ERGEBNIS

Sportprüfung für Hengste - Schwerpunkt Vielseitige Veranlagung (Teil Ia)

vom TT.MM.JJJJ bis TT.MM.JJJJ

Name: Hengst D
LNR: DE 421000000000
Kat.-Nummer.: 1

Vater: DE 421000000000
Mutter: Mutter
Kat.-Nummer.: 1
Kat.-Nummer.: 1

Anmelder Max Mustermann
Musterstraße 99
99999 Musterdorf

Geschl. H
Rasse: Trakehner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MERKMALE</th>
<th>LEISTUNG</th>
<th>VERGLEICHSMITTEL</th>
<th>INDIVIDUELLE ABWEICHUNG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sportprüfung Vielseitige Veranlagung</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trab</td>
<td>7,00</td>
<td>7,06</td>
<td>-0,06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galopp</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schritt</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springanlage</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,86</td>
<td>0,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittigkeit</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,86</td>
<td>0,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesamteindruck</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>8,23</td>
<td>-0,23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gewichtete Endnote für vielseitig veranlagte Hengste = 8,06

Prüfungsort: den TT.MM.JJJJ

Stempel und Unterschrift
Anlage 23

Muster – Prüfungszeugnis Sportprüfung Schwerpunkt Vielseitige Veranlagung (Teil Ib)

DEUTSCHE REITERLICHE VEREINIGUNG E.V.
Bundesverband für Pferdesport und Pferdezucht – Fédération Equestre Nationale (FN)

E R G E B N I S

Sportprüfung für Hengste - Schwerpunkt Vielseitige Veranlagung (Teil Ib)

Name: Hengst E
LNR: DE 421000000000
Kat.-Nummer.: 1
Vater: Vater
Mutter: Mutter
Muttervater: Muttermutter

Anmelder Max Mustermann
Musterstraße 99
99999 Musterdorf

tt.mm.jjjj tt.mm.jjjj

Hengst E

Vater

Mutter

Vater Mutter Muttervater

DE 421000000000
DE 421000000000
DE 421000000000

Geschl. H
Rasse: Trakehner

Merkmale Sportprüfung Vielseitige Veranlagung

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEISTUNG</th>
<th>VERGLEICHSMITTEL</th>
<th>INDIVIDUELLE ABWEICHUNG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trab</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>7,06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galopp</td>
<td>8,75</td>
<td>8,21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dressuraufgabe</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>7,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcours</td>
<td>9,00</td>
<td>7,88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelände</td>
<td>9,00</td>
<td>7,96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schritt</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springanlage</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcours</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelände</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittigkeit</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dressuraufgabe</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>7,41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcours</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelände</td>
<td>8,50</td>
<td>7,99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesamteindruck</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>8,06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gewichtete Endnote für vielseitig veranlagte Hengste = 8,43

Prüfungsort, den TT.MM.JJJJ

Stempel und Unterschrift
**Anlage 24**

**Muster – Prüfungszeugnis Sportprüfung**  
Schwerpunkt *Vielseitige Veranlagung* (Teil II)

---

**DEUTSCHE REITERLICHE VEREINIGUNG E.V.**  
Bundesverband für Pferdesport und Pferdezucht – Fédération Equestre Internationale (FEI)

---

**E R G E B N I S**

**Sportprüfung für Hengste - Schwerpunkt Vielseitige Veranlagung (Teil II)**

| Name: | Hengst E |
| LNR: | DE 421000000000 |

| Vater: | DE 421000000000 |

| Mutter: | DE 421000000000 |

| Muttervater: | DE 421000000000 |

| von: | Muttervater |

| geb.: | 01.01.2012 |

| Geschl.: | H |

| Rasse: | Trakehner |

---

**MERKMALE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sportprüfung Vielseitige Veranlagung</th>
<th>LEISTUNG</th>
<th>VERGLEICHSMITTEL</th>
<th>INDIVIDUELLE ABWEICHUNG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trab</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>7,06</td>
<td>0,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galopp</td>
<td>8,75</td>
<td>8,21</td>
<td>0,54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dressuraufgabe</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>7,12</td>
<td>0,38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcours</td>
<td>9,00</td>
<td>7,88</td>
<td>1,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelände</td>
<td>9,00</td>
<td>8,86</td>
<td>1,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schritt</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>8,88</td>
<td>0,88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springanlage</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,43</td>
<td>0,57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcours</td>
<td>9,00</td>
<td>7,86</td>
<td>0,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelände</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,92</td>
<td>0,08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittigkeit</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,86</td>
<td>0,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dressuraufgabe</td>
<td>7,50</td>
<td>7,41</td>
<td>0,09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcours</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,53</td>
<td>0,47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelände</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>7,99</td>
<td>0,51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesamteindruck</td>
<td>8,00</td>
<td>8,06</td>
<td>-0,06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Gewichtete Endnote für vielseitig veranlagte Hengste = 8,43

---

Prüfungsort, den TT.MM.JJJJ

Stempel und Unterschrift
### Anlage 25

**Muster – Dokumentation der linearen Beschreibung**

**DEUTSCHE REITERLICHE VEREINIGUNG E.V.**  
Bundesverband für Pferdesport und Pferdezucht – Fédération Equestre Nationale (FN)

**Name:** Hengst A  
**LNR:** DE 421000000000  
**Kat.-Nummer:** 1

**Vater:** Vater  
**Mutter:** Mutter  
**Muttermütter:** Muttermütter

**geb.:** TT.MM.JJJJ  
**Geschl.:** H  
**Rasse:** Oldenburger

**Prüfungsort:** Prüfungsort  
**Datum:** TT.MM.JJJJ

---

#### Bewegungsprofil Bewegung unter dem Reiter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bewegungskategorie</th>
<th>Bewertung</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GALOPP Bewegungsrichtung</td>
<td>bergab</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALOPP Schub</td>
<td>kräftig</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALOPP Geschwindigkeit</td>
<td>steif</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALOPP Tragkraft</td>
<td>wenig</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGEN Abdruck</td>
<td>kräftig</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGEN Reflexe</td>
<td>langsam</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGEN Vorsicht</td>
<td>unsichtbar</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGEN Übersicht</td>
<td>wenig</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGEN Springspielen</td>
<td>wenig</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGEN Leistungsbereitschaft</td>
<td>wenig</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGEN Technik Vorderbein</td>
<td>gerade, lang</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGEN Technik Rücken</td>
<td>gerade</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGEN Technik Hinterbein</td>
<td>unter dem Körper</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERHALTEN Aufbreiten</td>
<td>schrag</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERHALTEN Rücksicht</td>
<td>unrichtig</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Prüfungsort, den TT.MM.JJJJ  
Stempel und Unterschrift
Anlage 26

Stallordnung –
Sportprüfungen für Hengste der Deutschen Reitpferdezuchten

1. Alle Hengste sind in einem separaten Stalltrakt untergebracht und stehen unter Kontrolle der Stallaufsicht (u.a. auch FN-Beauftragter, Steward).

2. Nur der Bezug der vorgesehenen Box ist zulässig.

3. Es besteht Kopfnummernpflicht an Trense und Halfter (d.h., der Hengst darf die Box nur mit seiner Kopfnummer verlassen!).

4. Das Training der Hengste darf an allen Tagen der Sportprüfung nur in den dafür ausgewiesenen Bereichen und zu den dafür vorgegebenen Zeiten stattfinden.

5. Das Verlassen des Stallbereiches außerhalb der Trainings- und Prüfungszeiten ist unzulässig und kann nur in Ausnahmefällen nach Absprache mit dem FN-Beauftragten erfolgen.

6. Das Verlassen des Veranstaltungsgeländes während der Veranstaltungstage ist für die Hengste nicht zulässig.


Der FN-Beauftragte und der Steward sind berechtigt, die Wege der Hengste außerhalb der Boxen und des Stallbereiches zu kontrollieren.

Ein Verstoß gegen die Stallordnung führt zum sofortigen Ausschluss des Hengstes von der Sportprüfung!
Anlage 27

Rules of procedure of the HLP Appeal Commission

The HLP Appeal Commission shall decide on objections against a decision made under the HLP Guidelines in accordance with the following provisions:

1. The commission is made up of five members, elected by the Advisory Board Breeding of the FN as stipulated under paragraph 17, sub-paragraph 2.3.4 of the FN Statutes. A Commission Chairman will be appointed at the same time; he/she has to meet the qualification to act as judge according to paragraph 5, sub-paragraph 1 of the German Lawyers’ Act (D-Richter G).

   The elected members of the commission decide on two active members who co-act with the Chairman. They also decide on two substitutes for these active members in case one or both cannot participate in the commission.

   The term of office is four years, a re-election of the individual members is permitted.

2. The commission members shall act independently and impartially, and they are sworn to secrecy.

   The commission is based in D-48231 Warendorf, Freiherr-von-Langen-Str. 13.

   The commission decides principally after oral proceedings unless the petitioner withdraws in writing.

   The commission has the quorum if two active members or their substitutes make decisions with the Chairman.
   The decision is passed by majority.

   A commission member shall not take part if he/she has a conflict of interest, should the stallion in question come from a breeding society the commission member is member of the board or member of the breeding commission.

   The Chairman shall decide on other grounds of bias, reported by the petitioner or a member himself.

3. The petitioner of the objection proceedings is entitled to appoint a proxy in writing to be so represented.

   The objection has to be submitted in writing including an explanatory statement. The objection has to be forwarded to the HLP Appeal Commission latest two weeks after receiving the performance test certificate.

   An advance on costs of Euro 1,000 has to be enclosed or to be provided latest with expiry of the period of appeal.

4. The Chairman shall set a date for the trial and is entitled to seek preparatory information and to invite witnesses.

   A report about the oral proceedings has to be established, signed by the Chairman.

   A publication of the decision is only permitted upon prior agreement of all proceeding participants.
5. Should participants fail to attend the trial despite proper invitation, a decision shall be rendered based on the content of the file.

6. The costs of the proceedings shall be born by the unsuccessful party. According to the circumstances of each individual case, the Commission is entitled to determine a different distribution of costs.

The costs are based on the rates of the Lawyers’ Compensation Act (RVG) for a value in dispute of Euro 10,000.

The Chairman shall receive 1.2 of the fees, the other participating members each 0.6 of the fee – always plus the legal VAT. The Chairman shall receive 0.6 of the fee provided the objection shall be withdrawn before the trial he has scheduled was held.